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A set-up for measurements of 
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Summary 

The glass making process is a process which takes a lot of energy. Better process control could 
reduce the required amount of energy. An important parameter in this process is the absorption 
coefficient of the glass, which to a large extent determines the heat transfer in the melt. The 
measuring of this absorption coefficient at melting temperatures will be the eventual goal of this 
project. 

Three different methods are currently used to determine the absorption coefficient at high 
temperatures: transmission, reflection and emission spectroscopy. In the present study, two 
methods, emission and reflection spectroscopy wil! be used simultaneously in the same set-up. 
An uncertainty analysis is done to ascertain the accuracy of the results which will be obtained 
with this set-up. 

The set-up consists of a fumace, maximum temperature 1500K, and will be coupled to a 
spectrophotometer. To determine what the required power input of the fumace will be, a 
theoretica! model of the heat transfer in the fumace is developed. 
The heat loss in the fumace is determined by radiative, conductive and convective heat transfer. 
Since each type influences the other two, a calculation approach is chosen in which all three 
types are coupled. 
The measured power input corresponded with the calculated value within the Iimits of 
uncertainty for temperatures of 1100 and 1300K. The power input at 1500K could not be 
measured since the heating wire broke during the experiment, trying to reach that temperature. 

Practical problems in the eventual measurements will be bubble formation in the glass sample 
and the diffusion of water out of the glass. 
Bubble formation at temperatures below the reboiling temperature is mainly caused by the 
entrapment of air between the melting culiets which formed the sample. This kind of bubble 
formation can be avoided by making the sample of only one·piece, which matches the dimensions 
of the crucible it is placed in. 
Bubbles, formed at the bottorn of the crucible in the reboiling process will grow until they aseend 
to the surface. The maximum bubble size is dependent on the type of glass. The maximum 
bubble size as observed was about 70% of the calculated maximum size. 
Measurements on glass samples which had been heated for different durations showed the 
diffusion of water from the sample. The diffusion coefficient, calculated from these 
measurements corresponds with the values as known from literature within the limits of 
uncertainty. 
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_____________________________ } Introduetion 

1 Introduetion 

1.1 Background and motivation 

The glass making process has always been a process that uses a lot of energy. Although the 
required energy has decreased significantly over the past years, for the manufacturing of 1 kg 
glass we still need a bout 5-10 MJ, which means 7 1015 J for the total Dutch production of nearly 
I million tonnes [ 1 ]. As shown in Fig.I-I this would mean an oil consumption of about 1 JOS 
ton nes. 
The decrease in required energy over the years is shown in Fig. 1-1. The amount of energy is 
given in kg of oil, the fuel most glass fumaces use. 
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Fig. 1-1: Energy consumption over the years in the bottie glass industry [I] 

These energy savings were mainly obtained by improving the fumace insulation. Nowadays the 
insulation of the inner wall in glass fumaces is so good that by further improvement of the 
insulation the wall would reach temperatures where the insulation itself would be affected. 
Further improvements in energy consumption could be obtained by better process controL It is 
estimated that by further optimising of both the glass melting and forming processes, energy 
savings can increase by approximately 2 to 5% [2]. 
For a better process control we have to know the heat absorption coefficient, which, to a large 
extent, determines the energy balance in a glass tank. 
Better knowledge of the heat absorption coefficient will offer the following opportunities for 
optimisation of the glass fabrication process: 
- With the help of information on the heat transmission (and occurring variations) of the glass 
melt during operation, the heat distribution in the melting zone can be controlled and optimised. 
- With the help of information on the heat transfer of the glass at forming temperatures (around 
1 000°C) the forming behaviour i.e. the cooling time can be controlled or predicted. 
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The absorption properties of glass melts are dependent not only on glass composition, but also on 
the temperature and the redox-state (characterised by the partial oxygen pressure). Because of the 
severe conditions of glass melts (temperatures up to 1500°C, aggressive glass medium), the 
speetral absorption of glasses is usually measured at room temperature. 
Most of the results from the limited number of researchers who have carried out measurements at 
elevated temperatures, have been obtained on different glass types. None of their experiments 
involved an uncertainty analysis. Therefore the accuracy of the few data that is available from 
literature is largely unknown. 

1.2 Objectives 

The objective of the current project is the design and construction of an ex perimental set-up for 
speetral absorption measurements on a laboratory scale. 
The part that will be described in this report consists of 
- the design and construction of a furnace which can be coupled to a spectrophotometer 
- experiments on practical problems which will be encountered during the measurements 
- an uncertainty analysis to predict the accuracy of the results obtainable with the measuring set-
up. 

1.3 Outline Actlvities 

The theoretica! part of the activities consists of: 
- The research of literature. The various measuring methods in high temperature spectroscopy 
will be summarised. The features of the different measuring methods are compared. 
- In order to estimate the influence of the various error sourees in the measuring methods, an 
uncertainty analysis will be applied. 
-A design of the ex perimental set-up. Part of it is a theoretica! model of the heat exchange in the 
furnace. Th is model is necessary to predict the required power input. The features of the heating 
device have to match the heat losses. 

The practical part of the activities consists of: 
- Carrying outsome experimentsin order to investigate practical problems, involved in high 
temperature glass measurements. These experiments will be focused on bubble formation and the 
evaporation of the glass at elevated temperatures. 
- Producing the working drawings of the set-up. 
- Construction of the ex perimental set-up. 
- Testing of the furnace. The main goal will be to confirm the heat Ioss calculation. 

References 

[ 1] F. Simonis et. al. NCNG g1ass course (1989) 
[2] A.J. Faber. Radiative heat transfer in industria1 g1ass me1ts. Application Form Subsidies Energy Programs, NOYE:'vl 
(1995) 
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-------------------------2 Measuring Methods 

2 Measuring Methods 

2.1 Introduetion 

In order to measure the absorption coefficient of glass at elevated temperatures, three different 
kinds of techniques are commonly used: 

- Transmission Spectroscopy 
- Retlection Spectroscopy 
- Emission Spectroscopy 

In the following sections a survey of these methods is presented. 

2.2 Transmission Spectroscopy 

2.2.1 Measuring principle 

light 
souree 

wi 

I 

glass 
spectrophotometer 

Fig. 2-1: Principle of measurement of transmission spectroscopy 

Transmission spectroscopy is the most commonly used method. In transmission spectroscopy a 
light beam, directed through a transparent crucible filled with glass is measured by a 
spectrophotometer. 
The intensity of the light beam after passing a semi-transparent boundary can be calculated by 
applying Kirchhoffs law, which is a basic energy conservation law: 

T=l-A-R 
T: transmittance 
A: absorptance 
R: retlectance 

(2.1) 

The intensity of the light beam, after passing the filled crucible can be calculated by multiplying 
the intensity aftereach boundary in the crucible. The intensity I of the beam, arriving at the 
spectrophotometer is approximated by: 

3 
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10 : intensity of the originallight beam (W/m 2) 

R 1: reflectivity sapphire-air 
R2: reflectivity sapphire-glass 
't1: internal transmittance of the sapphire 

-r: internal transmittance of the glass 

't = exp{ -kd} (2.3) 

't1 = exp{ -kA} (2.4) 

k1: absorption coefficient of sapphire 
k: absorption coefficient of glass 
d: optica) path length of the light beam in the glass 
d 1: thickness of the sapphire window 

Th is equation neglects multiple reflections, the part of the light which reaches the 
spectrophotometer after two or more reflections at the boundaries, as shown in Fig. 2-2. 

I 

light 
souree 

spectrophotometer 

Fig. 2-2: Multiple reflections at the sapphire-air interface 

These multiple reflections can betaken into account in the following manner. We divide the total 
transminanee T

101
, 1 into three parts: 

- T winiert : the transmittance of the left window 
- Tglass : the transmittance of the glass sample 
- T winright : the transmittance of the right window 

(2.5) 

Wedefine the help variabieRglassas the total reflectance of the sapphire-glass interface, taking 
into account the multiple reflections. 

R - R (1 R )2 ~ 2"R"Rn-l - R 1 R )z 't~R~ glass - 2 + - 2 L.,. 'tI I 2 - 2 + ( - 2 _ __",.2__",._ 
n=l 1-t1R1R2 

(2.6) 

T. =(1-R )~'t2n+IR"R"(l-R )= (1-R~)(l-R 2 )t 1 
wtnleft I L.,. I I 2 2 1 _ 2 R R 

n=O 'tI I 2 

(2.7) 
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n=oo 
T " 2n+IR2n 't 

glass = "'-' 't glass = I _ R 2 't 2 
n=O glass 

(2.8) 

T =(1-R )~'t2n+IRnRn(l-R )= (1-R~)(l-R2)'tl =T. 
wmnght 2 "'-' I I 2 I I _ R R 2 wonleft 

n=O 1 2't1 
(2.9) 

The intensity I of the beam, emerging from the sample is now given by 

(2.10) 

where (2.11) 

Solving this equation two mathematica! solutions 't are obtained: a positive and a negative one. 

The negative solution for 't is cancelled since 't is defined to be the transminanee of the glass 
sample and is therefore always positive, therefore 

1 2 2 2 -A +V A + 4 I R glass 
't = ----=---J ----

2IR;Iass 
(2.12) 

At oblique incidence, the reflectance R and transmittance T depend on the polarisation state of 
the light. There are two components: 
- R", T": The reflectance, transminanee of light, polarised parallel to the plane of incidence 
- R .l.T .l : The reflectance, transmittance of light, polarised perpendicular to the plane of 
incidence. 

R = lrlz 
T= n,cos8, ltl2 

n, cose, 

The amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients randt of a boundary are given by 
Fresnel's equations [5]. 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

r 8 À)= ni(À)cos(8,)-n,(À)cos(8,) 
//( , ni(À)cos(8i)+nJÀ)cos(8,) 

r (8 À)= n,(À)cos(8)-ni(À)cos(8,) (2.15) 
.J. , ni(À)cos(8,)+n,(À)cos(8J 

t (8 À)= 2ni(À)cos(8i) 
11 

' n,(À)cos(8)+n,(À)cos(8,) 
t (8 À)= 2ni(À)cos(8,) (2_16) 

.J. ' n,(À)cos(8,)+nJÀ)cos(8i) 

i\= n1 - jK1 :complex refractive index of the medium the light is coming from 

fi 1 = n,- jJS : complex refractive index of the medium the light is going in 
8, : the angle between the incident light beam and the boundary normal 

81 : the angle between the refracted light beam and the boundary normal 

5 
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Snell's law of refraction [5] relates e, to 9
1 

: 

(2. 17) 

In the case of normally incident light there is no distinction between the different polarisation 
states. In that case, transmittance and reflectance are: 

T =~ (2n;)2 

n n; (n; +nl)2 
(2.18) 

R =(n;-nl)2 

n ( n i + n I )2 
(2.19) 

A problem is that the optica! properties of sapphire at elevated temperatures are not known 
accurately. Therefore reference measurements at each temperature are necessary to obtain them. 
These reference measurements were done in various ways by other researchers. The uncertainty 
in the absorption coefficient is dependent on the kind of reference measurement. Since we also 
will not u se transmission spectroscopy, an uncertainty analysis will not be done. 

Transmission spectroscopy has been used by various authors. A few of them are: 
Grove and Jellyman [I], Wedding [2], Franz [3], Ades, Traverse and Naudin [4]. 

2.3 Reflection spectroscopy 

2.3.1 Measuring principle 

The measuring principle is shown in Fig. 2-3. A light souree emits radiation to a crucible, filled 
with glass. A part of the radiation is reflected directly by the glass and a part is transmitted 
through the glass, where it is partially absorbed. The reflecting crucible reflects a part of the 
radiation to a spectrophotometer. 
The principle of reflection spectroscopy is Kirchhoff s law: if the reflectance R is known, the 
absorptance A and the emittance E are also known: 

A=E=l-R (2.20) 

Th is equation is of coarse only valid if there is no transmittance through the platinum crucible. 

6 
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platinum crucible 

Fig. 2-3: Multiple reflections in reflection spectroscopy 

The absorption coefficient of the glass is related to the intensity of the incident radiation and the 
reflected radiation. The total reflectance R 101a1 of the glass and crucible is given by: 

R Iretl 
101al =-

1
-
0 

Irefl : reflected intensity (W /m 2) 

10 : incident intensity (W/m 2) 

Accounting for multiple reflections, the total reflectance R total is 

R 1 : reflectance glass-air interface 
R2 : reflectance glass-platinum interface 
1: : intemal transminanee 

't=exp{-kd} 
k: absorption coefficient in cm- 1 

d: optica) path length in the glass in cm 

The absorption coefficient kof the glass is: 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

One problem is that multiple reflections split the incident light beam into different parts, as can 
beseen in Fig. 2-3. We can calculate now how braadtheentrance of the spectrophotometer 
should be, to fit enough of these reflections in it to obtain most of the reflected intensity. 

7 
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In Fig. 2-4 an indication of the part of the total reflected energy is given aftereach reflection. 
The x-axis shows the number of reflections at the crucible's bottom. The calculation has been 
done fora reflectance glass-platinum of 0.6 and the reflectance glass-air of 0.04. 
In this graph it is shown that 99.9% of the reflected radiatian is reflected after twa intemal 
reflectians. Making the entrance of the spectraphotameter wide enaugh ta fit in two intemal 
reflections wil! therefore be sufficient in nearly all cases. 
We must remark that in the calculatian absorptian is neglected. The actual reflected part of the 
energy after two intemal reflectians is therefore even larger when absarption is accounted far. 

Number o(reflections 
0. 
I. 
2. 
3. 

Reflected part 
0.066 
0.978 
0.9994 
0.99999 

Fig. 2-4: Part of the tata! reflected energy after each in tema! reflection 

Experiments with reflection spectroscopy have been reparted by Genzei [6] and Neurath [7]. 

2.3.2 Uncertainty analysis 

In the case of non systematic error camponents, the tata! uncertainty 8k in kis given by: 

Ök = (êlk)2 (Öd)2 + (~]2 (ÖR )2 + (~J2 (ÖR )2 + (~Jz (ÖR )2 
dd ê)R lolal êlR I ê)R 2 

1o1al I 2 

(2.25) 

where (2.26) 
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(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

This uncertainty in kis shown as a function of the uncertainty in d, R" R2, I,en and I0 in Fig. 2-5. 
The results as shown in this graph have been obtained for the values: 

d = 0.4 cm, (an appropriate thickness of the sample) 
R, = 0.04, (reflectance of a glass-air interface, nglass = 1.5) 
R2 = 0.6, (reflectance of platinum) 
I,en = 0.1, Ia = 1, (intensities which will be obtained when k = 2.8 cm -I) 
k = 2.8 cm·' (a characteristic absorption coefficient for glass) 

0.20 - - - - - - - r - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,..- - - - - - - ..,. - - - - - - "" 

I 
! 

l 
I 

, I I I 

' 
d ' 

I 

0.16 -+- ------~ -- ~ ---.. ------ ... ------ ------.... 
i , I I I I 

I I I 

~ I refl, lo 
.S 0.12 -;- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ê 
a; 

-~ 
(ij 
~ o o8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - R2-

0.04 

0.00 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 
relative error in (d, lrefl, lo, R1, R2) 

Fig. 2-5: Influence of the different sourees of uncertainty, related tod, I ren• Ia, R, and R 2 

on the uncertainty in k 

From practical experience with transmission spectroscopy at room temperature is known that 
oRJR, == 0.05, 

ÖR/R2 == 0.02, od/d == 0.02, ol/I = oi,.nll,en < 0.0 I . 
From these values and Fig. 2-5 can be concluded that the total uncertainty in reflection 
spectroscopy will be about 5%, using the material constantsas mentioned before. 
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2.4 Emission Spectroscopy 

2.4.1 Measuring principle 

[ i J Spectrophotometer 

platinum dish 

Fig. 2-6: Measuring principle of emission spectroscopy 

The general principle of emission spectroscopy is, again Kirchhoff' s law: the emittance E is 
equal to 

E = 1- Riotal 

The total reflectance Rtotal, accounting for multiple reflections is the same as in reflection 
spectroscopy. The emittance therefore is 

E = I- RI - (1- RI )2 R22't2 

l-R1R 2't 

R1 : reflectance glass-air interface 
R2 : reflectance glass-platinum interface 
't : intemal transmittance 

't=exp{-kd} 
k: absorption coefficient in cm·1 

d: optica! path length in the glass in cm·1 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

The emittance E of the sample is determined with the spectrophotometer. The energy I sample' due 
to the radiation of the sample, as measured by the spectrophotometer is 

!sample = C E Jh). (2.33) 

where C is a detector coefficient 

10 
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A method to eliminate this detector coefficient is shown in Fig. 2-6. 
A black body radiator (a radiating surface with E = 1 ), is directed at the sample at the same angle 
as the detector, at the opposite side of the sample. Essential is that the temperature of this black 
body radiator is the same as the sample's temperature. 
The detected part of the radiation consists of two parts: 
- the part, emitted by the glass sample: !sample= C E Ib.). 
- the part, emitted by the black body radiator. reflected at the sample: 

lbbr = C Ebbr lhl.Rtotal = Cl· Ib.l. ( l-E) 

The total energy 10 of this reference measurement, recorded by the detector is 

(2.34) 

Which results in an emittance of the sample of 

(2.35) 

Using (2.32) the absorption coefficient kof the glasscan be determined. 
This method of determining k is only valid in the case without temperature gradients in the 
sample. When there is a temperature gradient, the sample has to be divided into different layers 
and the contri bution from each of them to the total k will be calculated. This will be done in the 
uncertainty analysis in the next section. 

2.4.2 Uncertainty analysis 

In the case of non-systematic error components, the total uncertainty Ök in kis given by 

(2.36) 

which is the same equation as in reflection spectroscopy. The same uncertainty analysis is 
therefore valid for emission spectroscopy. 
In emission spectroscopy there are two additional sourees of uncertainty are identified: 
- temperature gradients in the sample 
- a temperature difference between the black body radiator and the sample in the reference 
measurement 

Temperature gradients in the sample 

The methad of determining k by means of emission spectroscopy as described did not account 
for temperature gradients in the sample. When there is a temperature gradient we have to di vide 
the sample into different layers and calculate the con tribution from each of them on the total k. 
The speetral radiative energy E,_, emitted by a radiating body can be measured using a 
spectrophotometer and is described by: 

I I 
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E~. = E(A., e, T)Ib.'-ctAdrodA. 

E(A,8,T) = E(A,8,T) 
Ebb (A.,e, T) 

I = c,A.-s 
b.À ec2 !ÀT -} 

Ebb: emittance of a black body radiator 
dA: surface where the energy flow is directed to 
dw: solid angle = dA/r2 

dÀ: wavelength interval 
Ib.'-: intensity of monochromatic black body radiation 
À: wavelength of the emitted radiation 
T: temperature 
c 1: first optica! constant- 3.74 10-16 Wm2 

c2: second optica! constant - 1.4410-2 mK 

Glass is semitransparent. Emission in glass is therefore not a surface phenomena but a bulk 
phenomena. 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

To calculate the total emitted radiation we divide the sample into horizontallayers dy. In each 
Jayer, the temperature is a constant. The thickness of a Jayer is small enough that the temperature 
is constant in the layer. Absorption in the layer can be neglected as compared to the absorption in 
the rest of the optica! path. Now, the energy emitted by a layer can be calculated. 
The emitted radiation of the layer is proportional to dy. 
Some of the radiative energy, emitted by a glass Jayer will be absorbed on the way out. 

Y=O 

f1 y=d ll 
Fig. 2-7: Glass sample divided into layers for the calculation of the error due to temperature 
gradients 

The total emission E10131 , coming from the sample consists now of three parts, since emission in 
the glass is going in any direction: 

(2.40) 

- Ed: Emission, directed through the glass-air interface directly 
- E;: Emission, directed to the platinum dish and going through the glass-air interface after being 
reflected by the dish once or more 
- E,: Emission of the radiating dish 

12 
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(2.4 1) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

b is the ratio of the energy, emitted by a layer and the energy, emitted by a black 
body radiator of the same temperature as the layer 

When the energy, emitted by a sample without a temperature gradient is compared to the energy, 
emitted by a sample with a temperature gradient, the effect of the temperature gradient on the 
emitted energy is known. 
The relative error in emitted energy ignoring the radiating dish had been calculated for the 
values: 
-T= 1500K 
- k = 3 cm· 1 

- R2 = 0.6 
- d = 5 mm 
- the temperature difference between the top and bottorn is 50 K, the temperature gradient is 
assumed to be a constant. 

Because we did not account for the radiation of the dish, the total relative error will be less than 
the values in the graphs, proportionally to the part of radiation emitted by the dish. The absolute 
error however is only dependent on Ed and Ei . 
The error in Fig. 2-8 is defined to be the ratio of the emitted radiation accounted for temperature 
gradients, and the radiation emitted when the uniform temperature of the sample is the mean of 
the top and bottorn temperature. As stated befare only the influence of Ed and Ei are accounted 
for in Fig. 2-8. 
What can be concluded from Fig. 2-8 is that the relative error in the emitted energy of a glass 
sample, due to temperature gradients is dependent on the depth, the temperature, the absorption 
coefficient and the temperature gradient itself. A general relation between the temperature 
gradient and the error in the emitted energy can therefore nat be given. 
The typical values T=l500K, k=3cm· 1, R2=0.6 and d=4mm were used in Fig. 2-9 where the 
results of Fig. 2-8 are translated into the error in k due to temperature gradients in the sample. 
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Fig. 2-8: Error in the total emitted energy if a uniform temperature is assumed 

Temperature differences between the sample and the black body radiator 

Essential in determining the emittance is that the black body radiator' s temperature equals the 
temperature of the sample. If these temperatures are not the sa me, an error in ! 0 arises. U sing 

(2.34): 

Io = CEib),. + C(l- E)Ib),. (2.44) 

~Io = C(l- E) 
é)Ib),. 

(2.45) 

ÖI0 (1- E)Ölb.ï. 
(2.46) 

Io Ib 1. 
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The temperature dependenee of Ib À is calculated using (2.39): 

êHb.À c 1c 2 exp{c 2 I AT} 

dT A6T 2 (exp{c 2 I AT} -Ir 
(2.47) 

The maximum of the radiation, emitted by a black body at a temperature of l500K, is emitted at 
a wavelengthof about 210-"m. From (2.47) can be concluded that at À.=210-"m and T=1500K; 

81 
~ = 3.23-10-3 ~T 
lb,À 

where ~T is the temperature difference between the sample and the black body radiator 

From (2.46) is concluded that 

From Fig. 2-5 is concluded that 

ok = 0.75 · 3.23 ·10-3 (1- E)~T = 2.4 ·10-4 ~T 
k 

which is valid for the values: 
d = 0.4 cm, 
RI= 0.08, 
R2 = 0.6, 
I= 0.1, 
I0 = l, 
T = l500K 

A= 2 ·10-6m 

In Fig. 2-9 the relative uncertainty inkas a consequence of the various error sourees is 
calculated for the same values as shown above. 
The uncertainty in k is shown as a function of the uncertainty in d, R 1, R2, I, I0, Tbb and the 
temperature gradient in the sample. 
The relative error in the temperature gradient is labelled "grad" and is defined to be 

(Twp - Tbonom) I T 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

The relative error in the temperature of the black body radiator is labelled "T bb" and is defined to 
be (T bb-T)ff, where T bb is the temperature of the black body radiator and T is the temperature of 
the sample 
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Fig. 2-9: Influence of the different sourees of uncertainty, related to d, I sample' 10, R 1, R2, T bb and 
the temperature gradient in the sample 

From practical experience with transmission spectroscopy at room temperature is known that 
oR 1 1 R1 ""o.os,oR 2 1 R2 ""o.o2,oct 1 ct"" o.o2oTbb 1 T"" o.oo2,ar 1 r ""o.o1. 
Temperature gradients in the sample, if any, can be accounted for in the calculation and will 
therefore be no limitation of the accuracy of the method. 
From these val u es and Fig. 2-9 can be concluded that the total accuracy of this type of emission 
spectroscopy will be about 5%. 

Authors who used this method are 
- Banner [8], Berg [9] 

2.5 Summary of the different measuring methods 

Summarising the three different measuring methods as described in the previous sections, the 
following Table 2-10 is obtained: 
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Principle of measurement 
Experimental features Transmission Reflection Emission 

sample holder silica, sapphire platinum platinum 

opties simple moderate simp Ie 

temperature stability of secondary of secondary essential 
importance importance 

distinction of measuring synchronie synchronie non-existing problem 
beam from thermal detection detection 

radiation 
obtaining of reference simple simple difficult 
signa) 
interpretation of signa) simQ_le moderate moderate 

Important sourees of -sample thickness -sample thickness -sample thickness 

uncertainty -reflectances -reflectances -retlectances 

sapphire +glass platinum+glass platinum +glass 
-temperature gradients 
-temperature of black 
body reference 

maximum accuracy dependent on 5% 5% 
reference methad 

Table 2-10: Comparison of different principles for measurement of high-temperature speetral 
absorption of glass melts 

The results the various authors obtained can hardly be compared since most of the glass types 
they used were different. A few of these results will be shown in Fig. 2-11 to get an impression 
of the kinds of spectra that can be obtained for different glass types. 
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Fig.2-11: left: Absorption spectra of sheet glass, as measured by Franz [3] 

4 

right: Absorption spectra of an aluminosilicate, as measured by Wedding [2] 
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The absorption spectra of the two glasses show: 
- The clear difference in speetral absorption between the two glasses 
- The shift of the absorption peaks to shorter wave lengths when the temperature rises. 
Th is is especially clear in both graphs at wavelengths of 3.5 flm and more. This can be explained 
by Wien's displacement law [5], which can be obtained by putting Planck's law in a Iogarithmic 
form. It describes how for instanee a wire, heated to high temperatures, changes colour from red 
to white. The maximum of the emitted radiation shifts from higher to lower wavelengths. This is 
expressedas 

À and the energy density are both put in a logarithmic form 
and is shown in Fig. 2-12. 
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Fig. 2-12: Wien's law 
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3 Practical Problems 

3.1 Introduetion 

The results of the experiments, which were carried out by Mazurin [1] of the Joint Stock 
Company Thermex in St. Petersburg, were the reason to do some melting experiments before 
building our own experimental set-up. 
In the experiments, done in St. Petersburg, absorption spectra of two glasses were measured in 
the temperature range 0-1500°C. The two glasses were Schott TV glass and window glass. 
The window glass produced a great amount of tiny bubbles while heated above 900°C, which 
made absorption measurements on this glass at higher temperatures impossible. When the 
researchers tried to avoid this by remelting the glass, the obtained results for the remelted glass 
did not coincide with those obtained for the initial glass: some contentsof the glass "evaporated". 

By doing some melting experiments we want to learn more about: 
- Bubble formation (section 3.2) 
- Evaporation of the glass (section 3.3) 

3.2 Bobbie formation 

3.2.1 Introduetion 

The problem of bubbles in the glass melt we want to carry out spectroscopie measurements on, is 
that the optica) path is different in the cases with and without bubbles. A light ray will diffract at 
the surface of a bubble, a part of it will be reflected and a part of it will be transmitted. The 
presence of bubbles in the glass sample will therefore be a souree of error which can make 
accurate measurements on the glass sample impossible. 

3.2.2 Experiments and results 

In the following melting experiments the effect of the: 
- si ze of the culiets 
- glass composition 
- roughness of the crucible's inner wall 
- temperature of the glass 
- heating time 
on bubble formation in a glass melt was determined. 

In these melting experiments a crucible was used, made of platinum with 5% gold. The crucible' s 
radius was about 18 mm. Glass samples have been made using glass cullets. The glass samples 
were cooled quickly by submerging in waterfora moment and annealed at 600°C. By annealing 
the glass, internal tensions are removed. Annealing is performed by cooling the glass slowly (in 
about 12 hours) from 600°C toroom temperature. 
The reboiling process, as will be mentioned in section 3.2.3.3, is the production of gas by the 
glass above a certain temperature (in window glass, this processstarts at l450°C). The depthof 
the glass melt was 3-10 mm. 
The size of the bubbles has been determined after the glass was cooled down to room 
temperature. It was assumed that a bubble, attached to the bottorn will shrink only in the vertical 
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plane, the contact diameter with the bottorn will not change during the cooling process. The 
observed bubble shapes, frozen in the glassas showed in Fig. 3-1 confirmed this assumption: the 
top of the bubble is pushed inwards by the glass, leaving a dent on top of the bubble. Therefore 
the assumption that a bubble will shrink only in a vertical plane, keeping the same contact 
surface seems to be reasonable. 
The bubble size was measured in solid glass at room temperature, using a ruler. The precision of 
these measurements is ±0.2 mm. 

Fig. 3-1: Bubble at the bottorn 
as observed in soiid giass 
at room temperature 

Effect o{glass composition 

For the melting tests samples of four different types of glass were used. The composition of the 
types of glass which were used are iisted in Tabie 3-2: 

SiOz Na20 KzO CaO MgO Ah03 Fez03 other 

Bottie giass 
white rJ2.6 13.7 0.5 11.0 0.1 1.6 0.05 ~.2 S03, 0.1 Ti02 

green ~2.0 15.1 0 8.4 2.1' 1.1 0.4 ~.15 Cc03 

- brown 72.7 13.8 1.0 10.0 0 1.9 0.2 fo.03 S03 

window giass 72.8 12.8 0.8 8.2 3.8 1.4 0.1 ~.3 S03 

if:-glass 55.2 0.3 0.2 17.7 4.3 14.8 0.3 !7.3 B203 

Table 3-2: Composition of several glass types [ 16], the amount of each component is described 
in weight percent 

The meiting tests have been performed in the temperature range of 1000°C-1550°C. 
In the reboiling process, brown glass and E-glass tend to produce greater bubbies than window 
glass. The maximum bubbie size strongly depends on the type of glass (composition). The 
following vaiues for the maximum bubbie size were found: 
- 3 mm in window giass 
- 3 mm in brown bottie glass 
- 5.5 mm in E-glass 
- 6.5 mm in brown giass with 0.4% carbon additives (as was showed in other experiments). 

Experiments using green bottie glass were carried out at temperatures up to 1300°C. The 
reboiiing process, and with it the maximum bubbie size was therefore not observed. 
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Effect of the si ze o(the culiets 

Glass samples were made, using the following sizes of culiets as determined using a sieve: 
- <0.8 mm 
-0.8-2 mm 
-2- 3 mm 
- > 10 mm 

The number and size of the bubbles which were formed at the bottorn of the crucible are shown 
in Fig. 3-3. The x-axis shows the interval of bubble size, the y-axis the number of bubbles of that 
particular size. 
The results show that the cullet size has an important influence on the size and the number of 
bubbles at the bottorn of a crucible. The smaller the cullets, the smaller the bubbles. The reason 
for this is that bubbles at temperatures below the reboiling point are caused by entrapment of air 
between the melting cullets. The open spaces between large culiets are larger than between small 
cullets, which accounts for the observed result. One salution to avoid this kind of bubble 
formation would be making a sample of one piece of glass which exactly fits in the crucible. In 
this case the air which could be enclosed by the melting glass would be just the air between the 
solid glass sample and the crucible. 

cullet size: 
<0.8 mm 

1.00 2 00 
Bubble SIZe (mm) 

so 

300 0.00 

cullet size: 
0.8-2 mm 

1.00 2.00 
Subbie s1ze (mm) 

3.00 

Fig. 3-3: Bubble formation re1ated to the size of the culiets which formed the sample 
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Effect o[the roughness ofthe crucible 's inner wal! 

Bubbles tend to form at surface defects. Therefore, the influence of the roughness of the 
crucible's inner wall was determined. This was done by comparing the melting behaviour of 
glass, molten in an old crucible to that of the glass molten in a polished crucible. In order to get 
the same boundary conditions, the old crucible was placed in the furnace simultaneously with the 
polished one at 1300°C for different periods. The si ze of the culiets was > 1 Omm. The number of 
bubbles was determined by counting them in the glass sample which was cooled down to room 
temperature. Since there was no significant difference in mean si ze of the bubbles in these 
samples, only the total number of bubbles is considered. As shown in Fig. 3-4 there was no 
significant difference in bubble formation between glass, molten in an old crucible and glass, 
molten in a polished crucible. Ageing of platinum crucibles therefore seems to have only a minor 
effect on bubble formation in the glass, molten in these crucibles. 

20 -

16 

I 

4 
Sample number 

• 
D 

old crucible 

polished crucible 

Fig. 3-4: Bubble formation in an old and a polished crucible. Heating times: samples 1: 15 
minutes, samples 2: 30 minutes, samples 3: 1 hour, samples 4: 2 hours, samples 5: 5.5 hours. 

Effect o[the temperature o[the glass 

The influence of the temperature on bubble formation and disappearing has been examined by 
heating window glass samplestoa certain temperature for two hours, and next cooling it down. 
The temperatures of the furnace varied from 900°C to 1550°C. 
observations: 
- 900°C: The glass started to melt at this temperature. The shape of the culiets was still visible. A 
lot of tiny bubbles made the glass sample almost opaque. 
- 1000°C-1400°C: At 1000°C: The melting process was more advanced. The shape of the culiets 
was not visible any more and almost all the tiny bubbles in the bulk of the glass disappeared. 
This situation did notchange too much at temperatures up to 1400°C. The bubbles at the bottorn 
of the crucible remained there and the bulk of the sample remained bubble free. 
- 1500°C: The reboiling process started. This produced a large amount of bubbles with a 
maximum size of 3 mm, only at the bottorn (the other bubbles ascended to the surface). The 
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number of bubbles counted in the room temperature sample was about I 00, with a mean diameter 
of 2 mm. A picture of the glass sample is shown in Fig. 3-5. 
This situation did nat change when the temperature was raised to 1550°C. 

" i~~·: ·a!:;. 

1/~:. 

Fig. 3-5: Bubbles in a window glass sample, heated to 1500°C 

Effect o(the hearing time 

a) The time dependenee of the amount of bubbles at melting temperatures in the glass has been 
examined. 
For this experiment, the glass sample was heated up to 1300°C. The glass samples were kept at 

1300°C for different periods, varying from 5 minutes to 7.5 hours. Next, the sample was caoled 
quickly by holding it in water fora moment and annealed at 600°C. 
observations: 
- After 5 minutes: a large amount of small bubbles arose, everywhere in the glass. 
Bubble size: 0.2-0.5mm. 
- After 30 minutes: nearly all the bubbles that are nat at the bottorn have left the melt by 
ascension, except for some very tiny on es ( ::::::0.1 mm). The bubbles at the bottorn tend to grow to 
bigger bubbles, size 1-2 mm, by merging or by absorbing more gas. 
- After 1 hourand more: the situation stabilised. The bubbles which were initially in the bulk 
were all gone, bubbles at the bottorn of the crucible maintained there. 

b) In order to find out whether the bubbles reached their maximum size in the experimentsas 
described above, some samples were heated for Jonger periods. Experiments were carried out, 
using window glass, brown bottie glass and E-glass under the following conditions: 
- Window glass and brown bottie glass, at 1500°C for 15 hours. 
- Window glass, at 1550°C for 2 hours 

- Window glass, at 1550°C for 4 hours 

- E-glass, at 1550°C for 4 hours 
observations 
-After 15 hours at 1500°C, the largest bubbles observed in bath the brown bottie glass and the 
window glass, had a size of ::::::3mm, which is the same as aftera heating period of 2 hours: the 
growth rate of the bubbles appears to be high enough for the bubbles to reach their maximum size 
after two hours. 
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- Th is result is also confirmed by the result of the second experiment. The maximum bubble si ze 
in the window glass, heated for 2 hours and for 4 hours at 1550°C was in both cases 
approximately 3 mm. The E-glass however, produced bubbles with a maximum size of about 
5.5 mm 

Removing the bubbles 

In order to remove the bubbles from the bottom, two methods have been tested: 

(1) Shaking the crucible to loosen the bubbles. Known is from literature (Kiausner [2]), that 
moving bubbles tend to loosen more easy than non-moving bubbles. By shaking the crucible it 
wastried to give the bubble a horizontal movement 
observations 
The viscosity of the glass, even at 1400°C, was too high to move the glass by shaking. The 
bubbles therefore did neither move parallel to the bottorn nor ascend. 

(2) When the glassis molten, submerging the crucible in waterfora moment. The bottorn of the 
crucible, and with it the bubble which is attached to it, will experience a temperature shock. 
Next the crucible was placed back in the furnace. The bubble' s reaction toa temperature shock 
was determined this way. 
observations 
By putting the crucible in waterfora moment and next puttingit back in the furnace, about half 
of the bubbles ascended to the surface. 

3.2.3 Theory of bobbie formation 

3.2.3.1 Origin of bobbles in the glass melt 

Bubbles, occurring in a glass melt can be formed in several ways. The two most important 
mechanisms that cause bubble formation in a glass melt formed by glass culiets in a platinum 
crucible are: 
- Entrapment of air by melting culiets 
- Formation of gaseous oxygen and sulphur dioxide by dissociation of sodium sulphate in the 
melt according to: 

(3.1) 

which occurs at temperatures higher than 1400°C, depending on the redox state and the sulphate 
ratio of the me lt. 
In a reducing environment (obtained for instanee by adding of carbon) the dissociation starts at 
about 1 000-1200°C, according to [ 16]: 

(3.2) 
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3.2.3.2 The shape of a growing bubble 

Quite a lot of research has been done on the shape of growing bubbles attached to a fixed contact 
surface. Chesters [3] for instanee gives an analytica) salution for the profile of a bubble, inflated 
at a vertical sharp-edged tube. Bubbles in a glass melt, formed at the bottorn of a platinum 
crucible do not have a fixed contact surface, as in the cases investigated by Chesters and many 
other researchers. Therefore, the analytica) salution of Chesters can not be applied to our case. 
Photographs of growing bubbles by Van Stralen et al [4] and Johnson [5] suggest that the shape 
of a growing bubble is depending on the pressure and the growth rate. At slow growth rates and 
atmospheric pressure these experiments suggest that the bubble' s shape approximates a partial 
sphere. 
The approximation for the shape of growing bubble will be the partial sphere at an angle, equal 
to the contact angle platinum-glass. The actual angle will be somewhat dependent on the size of 
the bubble. The Archimedes force, directedat an angle of 90°, will draw the contact angle closer 

to this 90°. Since the Archimedes force is largerinbig bubbles than in small ones, it is expected 
that the approximation for the contact angle by the contact angle platinum-glass will be better for 
small bubbles than for big bubbles. Since the contact angle of the platinum-glass interface is 
about 70°, as measured in [6] for E-glass, this will notlead to large differences. 

3.2.3.3 The growth rate of a bubble, the microlayer 

In a glass melt, gas can exist in three different farms: 
- Physically dissolved gas: the gas molecules are enclosed by the silicate network, but do not 
have a chemica) bound with the glass components 
- Chemically dissolved gas: there is a chemica! bound between the gas and the ions which are 
part of the silicate network. Usually the chemica! solubility is much greater than the physical 
solubility. 
- In the farm of bubbles. 

At the surface of a bubble in the glass melt, al most immediately an equilibrium will farm 
between the gas, physically dissolved inthemeltand the gas in the bubble. Further away from 
the glass-air interface an equilibrium is reached after some time. The concentration of a gas A, 
physically dissolved in a glassmelt (pressure < 10 bar) is calculated by Henry's law, as described 
by Mulfinger [7]: 

[Ale : concentration of physically dissolved gas A in equilibrium with the 
gas phase (mole/m3 ) 

LA: Henry's constant for the physical solubility of gas A in the glass 
melt (mole/m3·Pa) 
PA: partial pressure of gas A (Pa) 

Since at the glass-air interface of the bubble the glassmelt is usually in equilibrium with the 
physically dissolved gasses in it. we find 
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C;; : concentration of the dissol ved gas in the melt at the bubble' s surface 
(mole/m3) 

L;;(T): solubility (Henry's constant) of gas i in the bubble (mole/m'·Pa) 
P;b : partial pressure of gas i in the bubble (Pa) 

(3.4) 

In the rest of the glassmelt (away from the bubble surface) the concentration of dissolved gas Cib 
will not be the same as C;;· The diffusion process is caused by Cib- C;;• the difference between the 
concentration at the bubble's surface and intherest of the glass melt: 

f = k(Cb -C) 
I I I ll 

C;b: concentration of the dissolved gas in the glass melt (mole/m3) 

f; : the flux of gas i to the bubble (mole/m2 s) 
k; : the gas transport coefficient for gas i (mis) 

(3.5) 

Around a newly formed bubble in a glass melt, due to diffusion processes the concentration of 
gas in the melt will change. At the beginning of the diffusion process there is a big change in 
concentration of the diffusing gas over a small di stance. Th is concentration profile of the 
diffusing gas will flatten after some time. 
Since the rate of gas transport to the bubble by means of diffusion decreases as the concentration 
gradient decreases, the gas flow to the bubble wil! decrease with the Iapse of time. In the end a 
steady-state situation arises: the concentration profile does not change anymore. 
The rate of gas transport to the bubble is therefore mainly at the beginning highly time 
dependent. For a non-moving bubble in a glass melt without convection, Doremus [8] described 
this process by: 

2 ( 1 1 J Jl. =4rrR D -+~ (Cb-C) (3.6) IR D I 11 
7t i t 

j; : amount of gas, diffusing into the bubble (mole/s) 
R : radius of the bubble (m) 
D;: diffusivity of gas i (m2/s) 

The values of the diffusivity D; and solubility L; of some gases in different types of glass were 
summarised by Beerkens [9]. In soda-lime glass these coefficients for S02 and 0 2 are: 

Do2 = 4.210-3 exp( -2~646) 

Dso, = 4.45 10-7 exp( -1 ~60) 

Next the concentration of physically dissolved gas in the glass melt C;b is determined. The 
chemica! reaction, producing the gas is: 
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An equilibrium constant k, for this reaction was described by Beerkens [9] by 

k = so2 02 = 2.8 1015 ex -41700 p (P )11z ( ) 

' [SO~-] p T 
(3.10) 

Since the amount ofproduced SOz is twice the amount ofproduced 0 2 (3.9), P502 is assumed to 
be 2P 02, the equilibrium pressure. The equilibrium pressure P 502 + P 02 is plotted in Fig. 3-6 as a 
function of the temperature. Obvious is the shift of the temperature where the reboiling process 
starts to lower values, as the weight percentage of sulphate increases. The reboiling process starts 
when P502 + P02 equals the atmospheric pressure. 
In Fig. 3-6, only the partial pressures of 0 2 and S02 are considered. Refinements such as the 
influence of other gases, other chemica! reactions in the glass and the influence of the redox state 
of the melt are considered by Beerkens (9]. He developed a simulation model for the behaviour 
of bubbles in a glass melt. 
Some results of his simulations are plotted in the following graphs: 

- Fig. 3-7 shows the dependenee of the bubble growth on the redox state of the melt, 
characterised by the partial oxygen pressure p02• 

-Fig. 3-8 shows the contents of a growing bubble, it shows which gases are involved in the 
bubble growth. 
- Fig. 3-9 shows the growth of a S02 bubble. Part of this growth is due to the hydrastatic pressure 
decrease as a consequence of the aseent of the bubble (about 8% ). 
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Fig. 3-8: Contents of a growing bubble Fig. 3-9: Growth of a S02 bubble 

The microlaver 

A paper by Cooper and Lloyd [ 11] discusses the existence of a liquid microlayer under a growing 
bubble. This microlayer is created when the growing bubble "overtakes" the liquid in the 
boundary layer. 
Cox [ 13] has proposed a model for the movement of the contact line when one liquid displaces 
an immiscible second liquid when bothare in contact with a smooth solid surface. Using this 
model we will try to find out whether the presence of a microlayer is likely or not. 
In his model, Cox assumed that: 
-At the solid-liquid interface slip occurs at distances from the contact line less than s. This slip 
length s is expected to be very small, possibly of molecular size. Therefore it was assumed that 

s 
E :::- << 1 (3.11) 

R 
R: some characteristic macroscopie length (m) 
s: slip length (m) 

- In addition it was assumed that the tension y of the interface between the two liquids is 
sufficiently large that the interfacial tension effects dominate over viscous effects, or more 
precisely that the capillary numbers for the two liquids are small: 

Ca= JlU << 1 
'Y 

(3.12) 

- The Reynolds numbers (pRU/Jl) for the flow in the liquids were assumed to be small enough so 
that inertia effects may be neglected. 
Cox has proposed an analytica! solution for the dynamic, macroscopie contact angle for different 
velocities. He has also derived the maximum capillary number for which a solution is possible. 
At this capillary number the formation of a microlayer starts. For a receding contact line · 
(- growing bubble), the maximum capillary number is: 
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C =g(8w,À)+0(lnE-I)-2 
amax I ln(E- ) 

À. = J.lai/J.lglass = 0 
ew = static contact angle = 70° [6] 
I I 0-5 < E < I I 0·4 m # 

f(8 0) = 2sin e 
, e -sine cos e 

Camax = 
0

·
1973 

+0(0.01)=0.02±0.01 
10 

U = Camax'Yglass = 0.02·0.3 =(6+3)·10-4m/s 
max Jlglass 10 -

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

The value obtained is a rough estimate of the maximum growth rate of the bubble. In this 
approximation the platinum surface is assumed to be perfectly smooth and chemica! 
homogeneous. However, the presence of a microlayer underneath the growing bubble is unlikely, 
since this layer will exist at growth rates of an order of magnitude of [0.6 mm/s]. The actual 
growth rate of the bubbles, as described before in this section, is of the order of magnitude of 
[I mmlhour], which is about 2000 times slower. 

# Hocking and Rivers [ 14] obtained a sliplengthof 1 ·10·8 to I·I o-7 m fora molten drop of glass on a platinum 
surface at temperatures from 1000°C to 1200°C. This means an E in the order of 1 ·10·5 to 1·10-4, since the bubble's si ze 

is about 1·10·:< m. Th is slip length is remarkably closetoE = 1·10-4 as obtained by Hoffman [ 15] fora very different 

system (the flow of a number of liquids, advancing along a capillary tube). This suggests that E does notdepend too 
much on the type of liquid, and can therefore be assumed to have a value of about 1 ·10-4 for glass at higher 
temperatures (T > 1200°C). 

3.2.3.4 Velocity of aseent 

Bubbles, formed in the bulk of the glass, will rise at a constant velocity v. Hadamard and 
Rybczynski (as described by Levich [I 0]), independently determined the rising velocity of a 
spherical liquid bubble in an infinite fluid medium. The equation they derived is valid for 
Re,<< I (Re,= pvr/J.l, bubble in glass: Re=25000.001 0.001110 = 2.510·4 ): 

2(p' -p )gr
2 Jl + Jl' 

V = ---"'--~-=-- _..:..__........:..._ 

3Jl 2Jl + 3Jl' 
r: radius of the bubble (m) 
p': density of the liquid in the bubble (kg/m') 

p: density of the surrounding liquid (kg/m3) 

J.l': viscosity of the liquid in the bubble (Pas) 

J.l: viscosity of the surrounding liquid (Pas) 
g: acceleration of gravity (mfs2) 
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In the situation of the rising gas bubble in a glassmelt ( Jl'"" 0, p'"" 0) we obtain: 

(3.18) 

Th is shows that a decrease of the coefficient of viscosity and especially an increase of the size of 
the bubble will result in an increasing rising speed. 
The Hadamard-Rybczynski law can only be applied to bubbles which are not at the bottorn of the 
crucible. Bubbles at the bottorn of the crucible do notaseend spontaneously. This "sticking" of 
bubbles to the bottorn of the crucible will be discussed in the next section. 

3.2.3.5 The maximum bubble size 

To predict the departure size of a growing bubble at a horizontal surface, we have to know the 
various forces acting on this bubble. Assuming that there is no horizontal flow in the glass melt, 
the forcesin the vertical plane are (KJausner [2]): 
- the Archimedes force F arch (buoyancy force) 
- the surface tension force F Y 

- the contact pressure force F cp 
- the growth force Fgrowth 

The sticking of the bubbles to the bottorn is caused by the vertical component of the surface 
tension force F 1 , the contact pressure force F cp and the growth force F growth· The Archimedes 
force F arch is directed upwards. 

The surface tension force, as shown in Fig. 3-10 is a re sult of the surface tension of glass. At the 
bubble surface, one element dx will be pulled to the right by the glass at the right side and to the 
left by the glass at the left side. The resulting force is directed to the middle of the bubble. At the 
bottorn however, there is only glass at the top of the element. The reacting force from the bottorn 
is in the direction of the contact angle e, towards the bottom. 

Fig. 3-10: The surface tension force 

The contact pressure force F cp is the re sult of the fact that there is a force directed perpendicular 
to the surface of the bubble as a result of the surface tension. At the bottorn of the bubble where 
the gas in the bubble is in direct contact with the platinum bottom, there is no such force. As a 
result there is a net force, directed to the bottom. 
The growth force Fgrowth is due to the dynamic pressure difference over a growing bubble's 
surface. 
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Bubbles willloosen the moment the Archimedes force equals the vertical component of the 
surface tension force, the growth force and the contact pressure force: 

The Archimedes force 

(3.19) 

In the following calculations the bubbles are assumed to have a spherical form with the bottorn 
chopped off. The angle of the bubble and the bottorn is assumed to be equal to the contact angle 
of a glass-platinum-air interface. The angles are defined as shown in Fig. 3-11. 
First, the Archimedes force Farch wiJl be calculated: 

=> 

farch = pVg 
a=B 

V= J 7t(r sin a) 2 d(r cos a)+ t 1tr
3 = 1tr 3 (cos8 -1cos3 8) + -t m 3 

o.=fn: 

Farch = pgm\!+cos8-tcos
3 

8) 

p: density of the glass melt (kg/m3) 

V: volume ofthe bubble (m3) 
g: acceleration of gravity (rn!s2) 
a: angle of the bubble' s radius and the vertical 

8: bubble/platinum contact angle 

The swface rension force 

The vertic al component of the surface ten si on force F y.J. is 

fy.l. = 1tdw "( l. 

'Y l. = 'Y sin 8 and 
dw = 2r sin 8 : the platinumlbubble contact diameter 

which results in 
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Fig. 3-11: A bubble at the bottorn of the crucible 

The contact pressure force 

The contact pressure force F cp is the net force directed perpendicular to the surface of the bubble 
as aresult of the surface tension. At the bottorn of the bubble where the gas in the bubble is in 
direct contact with the platinum bottom, there is no such force. As a result of this there is a net 
force, directed downwards. 
Fep is related to the surface under the bubble and the pressure P Y at the base of the bubble, due to 
surface tension: 

F = n:d ~ p ( r ) = n:d ~ 31. 
cp 4 y r 4 r, (3.24) 

where r, is the radius of curvature at the base of the bubble 

As stated by Klausner et al. [2], r, is typically an order of magnitude Jarger than the mean bubble 
radius, and it is clear that the contact pressure force is small compared to the surface tension 
force. 

The growth force 

The growth force Fgrowth is due to the dynamic pressure difference over a growing bubble's 
surface. Klausner [2] derived for the vertical component of this growth force: 

(3.25) 

A typical value for the growth force on a growing bubble in a glassmelt is I I0- 15 N. This is 
calculated by assuming dr/dt to be I mrn/hour- 3I 0·7 rn/s at I500°C (source:[9]) 
We therefore neglect the growth force, since it is much smaller than the surface tensionforce and 
the Archimedes force (both == I· I 0·4 N) 
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The maximum bubble size 

From the previous sections it was concluded that the only important forces which determine the 
maximum bubble radius are F arch and Fy . .L· 

The maximum radius rmax of the bubble will be obtained if: 

f arch = f y,.L (3.26) 

pgnr~ax ( t +cos 8- t cos3 8) = ndw"' sin 8 (3.27) 

rmax = 3 1 
pg(-f+cos8-tcos· 8) 

dw ysin 8 
(3.28) 

Ignoring the presence of the microlayer and assuming the bubble to have a partial spherical form, 
the maximum bubble radius is given by: 

pg(-f+cos8-tcos3 8) 
(3.29) 

This maximum bubble radius is shown as a function of the contact angle in Fig. 3-12 
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Fig. 3-12: Maximum bubble radius as a function of the contact angle e according to ( 3.29) 
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3.2.4 Comparison of the experimental results with theory 

heating time 

The rising velocity of bubbles with a diameter of 0.2-0.5 mm, using the Rybczinski-Hadamard 
fonnula (3.18) is: 

v = 0.16 mm/minute diameter 0.2 mm 
v = 1 mm/minute diameter 0.5 mm 

Since the depth of the glass bath was in our case about 5 mm, the rising time of bubbles of size 
0.2-0.5 mm is in the range 5-30 minutes. This explains the disappearing of the bubbles, 
originated in the bulk, afterabout halfan hour. 

maximum bubble size 

The maximum bubble size as calculated according to section 3.2.3.5, for E-glass, is about 9 mm 
for a contact angle of 70°. 
The maximum bubble size observed in E-glass was about 5.5 mm, in window glass 3 mm and in 
brown glass with carbon additives up to 6.5 mm. Since the difference in surface tension y 
between these glasses is about 3% at temperatures around 1300°C [ 16], the difference in contact 
angle will probably be the cause of the difference in maximum bubble size. Data on these contact 
angles is unfortunately not available. 
According to ( 3.29), we can expect a further decrease of the contact diameter (and withit the 
maximum bubble radius), as result of a decrease of the contact angle e. This change of contact 
angle can be obtained by choosing a different crucible materiaL The crucible used for the 
experiments consists of platinum with 5 weight percent gold. This material has a contact angle of 
about 70° at 1300°C [6]. Pure platinum has a contact angle of about 20° at 1300°C [6], which 
implies a smaller contact diameter and a smaller maximum radius of the bubble. 

loosening o(the bubbles bv cooling the crucible 

By putting the crucible in waterfora moment and then puttingit back in the fumace, about half 
of the bubbles ascended. 
A possible explanation for this effect is the following process, illustrated in Fig. 3-13: 

-Step 1: The bottorn of the glass melt will experience a sudden temperature drop because of the 
sudden cooling of the crucible's bottom. 
-Step 2: Because of this temperature drop, the bubble size wil! suddenly decrease. 
-Step 3: The bubble is heated very fast by the surrounding glass (by putting the crucible in water 
for a moment, the top of the glass bath obtains a much higher temperature than the bottom). The 
contact surface of the bubble and the bottorn can notkeep up with this rate of ex panding. A 
microlayer is created. 
- Step 4: Th is decrease of the contact surface causes the ascending of some bubbles. 

Essential in this model is the fast reheating of the bubble, which implies a very short cooling time 
in the water. The glass has to keep enough heat to be able to reheat the bubble. This was tested 
by cooling a sample to room temperature, observing the bubbles in the sample and heating the 
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sample again. The bubbles remained at the same place after the second heating period, no 
bubbles ascended, which seems to confirm the model. 

Step 1 + 2, 
cooling of the 
crucible, decrease 
of bubble si ze 

B ' \ 

I 
' 

Step 3, 
reheating of 
the bubble, 
the creation of 
a microlayer 

0 
Step 4, 
aseent of the 
bubble 

Fig. 3-13: Loosening of the bubbles by cooling the crucible 

3.3 Evaporation experiments 

3.3.1 Introduetion 

The experimentsof Mazurin [1] showed that some materials, like for instanee water, evaporated 
from the molten glass. This can be concluded from the fact that the absorption spectrum of the 
remelted glass differed from the spectrum of the original glass. Since the absorption spectrum is 
clearly influenced by this evaporation process, we need to know the evaporation rate, which 
gives an indication for the maximum duration of the experiments. 
The glass composition can be determined by means of a spectrophotometer. A drawback is that 
the glass is measured at room temperature. Nevertheless, these measurements give substantial 
information about the changing of the glass composition at high temperatures. 

3.3.2 Theory of "evaporation" 

From various studies it is known that the water contents and the redox state of a glass melt may 
change during the heating process. This phenomena is important in high temperature glass 
measurements: at the beginning of the measurements the glass may differ from the glass at the 
end of the measurement. Ignoring this diffusion process might add a substantial error to the result 
of the measurement. 
McGinnis and Shelby [ 17] described a method to determine the diffusion coefficient of water in 
a glass melt. 
First of all the fraction of saturation F of the water is defined to be 

F= Ct -Co 
C~-C0 
ct is the concentration after treatment time 
C0 is the initia) concentratien 
C~ is the concentratien at equilibrium 
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R is defined to be the slope of the curve of F versus .Yt!L, where t is the treatment time and L is 
the depth of the glass melt. 
The diffusion coefficient D is 

( 3.31) 

McGinnis and Shelby [ 17] determined the diffusion coefficient of water in a glass melt at various 
temperatures. At 1300°C they obtained D = 2,5 I0-10 m2/s, which was obtained fora glass sample 
in a dry atmosphere. 

3.3.3 Experiments, results and uncertainty analysis 

In order to obtain the diffusion coefficient of water in window glass at 1300°C at atmospheric 
conditions, the absorption spectra of six different samples were measured. These samples had 
been heated for periods of respectively I, 2, 3, 5.5 and 7.5 hours at 1300°C. The sixth sample 
was a piece of the untreated glass. The thickness of the samples was (3 ± 0.3)mm. After 
polishing, the absorption spectra of the samples in the range between 500 and 4500 nm were 
measured in a spectrophotometer. The absorption coefficient k of these glass samples is shown in 
Fig. 3-14. The decrease ofthe absorption band at 2865 nm is shown in Fig. 3-15. 
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Fig. 3-14: The absorption spectra of the samples. heated for different periods 
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Fig. 3-15: The decrease of kat 2865 nm Fig. 3-16: Fraction of saturation versus ..Jt/L 

Since the absorption coefficient at 2865 nm is proportional to the concentratien of water (the 
water absorption band is at 2865 nm), the fraction of saturation is calculated to be 

F = kr- ko 
k~ -k0 

~ is the absorption coefficient after treatment time 
ko is the initia! absorption coefficient 
k~ is the absorption coefficient at equilibrium 

(3.32) 

From Fig. 3-15 we conclude that k~ is (2 ± 0.25)cm- 1• In Fig. 3-16, F versus ..Jt/L is showed. The 

linear approximation of this curve is calculated to be F = 1.65 ·I 0·5 ..JtJL + 0.07. The slope of the 
curveRis therefore 1.65 10·5. Using (3.31) it is calculated that the diffusion coefficient Dat 
1300°C of water in window glass 2.1 10- 10 m2/s is. The uncertainty in this result will be obtained 
in the next section. 

uncertainty analvsis 

Sourees of uncertainty in the calculation of the diffusion coefficient D are: 
- The thickness Lof the sample. Lis measured to be (3 ± 0.3)mm 
- The value of the absorption coefficient k at equilibrium at 2865nm. It is not quite clear when 
the absorption coefficient has reached its final value, although a tendency can be seen. The 
uncertainty in kis approximated by k = (2 ± 0.25)cm- 1• 

- The heating time t. The sample is heated from 25-1300°C in about 30 minutes and took over an 
hour to cool down. It is not clear what the influence of this heating and cooling time was. In these 
calculations these periods were assumed to have the sameeffect as a heating time of 10 minutes. 
The uncertainty in t is therefore assumed to be I 0 minutes (0.17 hour), which wiJl be applied to 
the heating time of 3 hours (which was about the average heating time) 

The uncertainty in k0 and ~ can be neglected since the uncertainty of the spectrophotometer is 
less than 1%. 
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D = 1t R 2 = (2.1 ±I. I) 10- 10 m2/s 
4 

ÖD 2ÖR 
-=-- = 2. 0.253 = 0.506 
D R 

R= F 
Jt /L 

öR öF ö(J"t /L) 
- = -+ r: = 0.125 + 0.128 = 0.253 
R F -vt/L 

F=k!-kO 
k~ -k 0 

oF ok 
- = -~ = 0.25/2 = 0.125 
F k~ 

<>J! I L = -t öt + ÖL =0.5 0.17/3 +0.313 =0.128 
t /L t L 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

( 3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

From (3.33) can be concluded that the measured va1ue ofthe diffusion coefficient D, 
(2.1±1.1)-10- 10 m2/s, corresponds with the value 2.5·10- 10 m2/s, obtained by McGinnis and Shelby 
[17]. 

3.4: Conclusions 

- Small bubb1es in the bulk of the glass, disappear by ascending to the surface. The rate of 
disappearing mainly depends on the temperature (- viscosity) and on the bubble si ze. The rising 
velocity in these simple experiments agree with the rising velocity as predicted by the 
Rybczinski-Hadamard formula. 
- Subbles at the bottorn of the crucible have problems ascending to the surface. Therefore even 
for long heating times, there will be some bubbles attached to the bottom. Same of the bubbles 
can be removed (at 1400°C) by submerging the crucible in waterfora moment (thermal shock), 
and placing it back in the fumace. 
- The roughness of the platinum crucible's inner wall has a minor effect on the bubble formation. 
- At temperatures below the reboiling point, the main cause of bubble formation is entrapment of 
air between the melting cullets. Since the space between the culiets is proportional to their size, 
the size of bubbles in a glass sample is proportional to the size of the cullets, which is confirmed 
by the experimental results 
- The maximum bubble size is dependent on the type of glass. When the reboiling process starts, 
the bubble size especially in E-glass and brown glass with carbon additives is much higher than 
in window glass. This difference in maximum bubble size is probably due to the difference in 
glass-platinum contact angle e. 
- Expected is that the maximum bubble size can be decreased by using a material which has a 
smaller crucible-glass contact angle. Experiments will have to be done to confirm this. 
- The diffusion coefficient of water in glass at 1300°C is (2.1±l.l)I0· 10 m2fs, which corresponds 
with the value obtained by McGinnis and Shelby [ 17]. 
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4 Technica! realisation 

4.1 Introduetion 

The set-up will be used in high temperature emission and reflection spectroscopy. In order to do 
these measurements, the sample wiJl be heated in a furnace, which will be placed in a 
spectrophotometer. Since the open space in the spectrophotometer is limited, the dimensions of 
the outer wall of the furnace are limited. It may be obvious that the maximum temperature of the 
outer wall is also limited. 
The practical implementation of these limitations, resulting in a furnace design wiJl be described 
in this section. 

4.2 Design specifications 

There are four important features the furnace must have: 
(i) The furnace has to be able to heat a sample to a maximum temperature of 1500K. 
(ii) Emission and reflection spectroscopy require a uniform temperature of the sample. Therefore 
temperature gradients in the sample have to be minimised. 
(iii) The furnace will be placed in a spectrophotometer. The temperature of the outer wall of the 
furnace is therefore notallowed to exceed 325K. 
(iv) The furnace has to fit in the spectrophotometer. The dimensions are therefore limited. 

4.3 Furnace construction 

Reflecting 
do me 

Hns 

Bos ) 

Fig. 4-1: Side view of the furnace: Rdome=9cm, Rhearer=4.5cm, Rins=9cm, Hins=14cm, Hheater=6.5cm 
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The layout and dimensions of the furnace are shown in Fig. 4-1. A brass dome with a gold 
coating at the inner side is placed on top of a brass furnace housing. 
The furnace housing consistsof two concentric cylinders: 
The inner cylinder has an inner radius of 0.09m and an outer radius of 0.093m. 
The outer cylinder has an inner radius of 0.097m and outer radius of 0.1 Om. 
The space between the cylinders is used for the cooling of the furnace: enough water is directed 
through this space to keep the temperature of the outer wall of the furnace below 300K. 

Since the furnace is used for optica! measurements on the sample inside it, there have to be 
windows in the dome. Five of these windows were drilled in the dome at the following places: 
- one round window, radius 4mm located at the top of the dome, e = 0° 
- two rectangular windows, size 26 x 20 mm, located at e = 20° 

- two round windows, radius 5mm, located at e = 45° 
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Side view 

Fig. 4-2: Side view of the heater (dimensions are in mm) 

The heater is shown in Fig. 4-2. 
lt consistsof a cylindrical piece of furnace stone (the light grey piece) with grooves on top of it. 
In these grooves a DSD-kanthal heating wire, diameter 0.5 mm is placed. 
This piece is surrounded by a hollow cylinder with a kanthal heating wire twisted around it (the 
dark grey object in Fig. 4-2). The cylindrical heating wire and the heating wireon top of the 
heater are separated and each have an independent supply. 
The white piece is a thin (5mm) Al 20 3 plate, used to cover the kanthal wires and to place the 
sample on. 

Features (i)-(iv) as described in section 4.2 determined the design of the furnace: 
(i) The maximum temperature of 1500K was made possible by the choice of the heating wire (the 
used type of kanthal is suited for temperatures up to 1550K) and a good insulation (k=0.2 
W/m K). The gold-coated dome is a radiation shield (R=0.97), which limits the radiative heat 
losses. The insulation bricks in the furnace housing limit the conductive heat loss. 
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(ii) Temperature gradients are limited in three different ways: 
- by placing the sample at the centre of the dome, emitted radiation is reflected back to the spot 
where it was emitted. Heat Joss and, with it, temperature gradients are avoided in this way. 
- by the choice of a hollow cylindrical heater with the sample in the middle of it temperature 
gradients are also limited. Since the temperatures above and undemeath the sample are about 
equal to the sample's temperature, heat transfer and withit temperature gradients are minimised. 
- by separating the supplies of the heating wire around the heater and on top of the heater, the 
power input can be adjusted to minimise temperature gradients. 

(iii) The temperature of the outerwallof the fumace is limited to 300K by the water cooling of 
this wall. Since the brass dome is in thermal contact with the fumace housing, this water cooling 
will also limit the temperature of the dome. 

(iv) The dimensions of the fumace are chosen to match the dimensions of the open space in the 
spectrophotometer. 

4.4 Measurements and results 

Measurements on the required power input were done at three different temperatures: 1100, 1300 
and 1500 K. The required power input of the cylindrical heating wire and the wireon top of the 
heater is shown in Table 4-3. 

Cylindrical heating wire Wire on to rJ of heater Total 

Temperator Voltage Current Power Voltage Current Power Power 
e 
!lOOK 73 V 2.5 A 183 w 35 V 2.2A 77W 260W 
1300 K 102 V 3.3 A 337 w 40V 2.5 A JOOW 437W 
1500 K x x x x x x x 

Table 4-3: Required power input of the fumace 

When the fumace was heating up tol500 K, the cylindrical heating wire broke. 
A possible explanation for this would be variations in the quality of insulation in the fumace. If, 
for in stance, a piece of the heating wire is pressed between two pieces of insulation, this part wil! 
have a better insulation than the surrounding parts of the heating wire. Th is better insulation will 
result in a higher temperature, which might eventually lead to a broken heating wire. 
In the future this problem might imply the necessity of selecting a different material which can 
stand a higher temperature than the DSD-kanthal. 
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----------------------5 Heat Transfer in the Furnace 

5 Heat transfer in the fumace 

5.1 Introduetion 

Fig. 5-1: The different sourees of heat loss 

Three general types types of heat transfer deterrnine the heat flow in any geometry: conduction, 
convection and radiation. The different types of heat flow in our fumace are shown in Fig. 5-1 
and consist of the following categories: 
I: qconct : conductive heat transfer from the heater to the wall and bottorn 
2: qconv.s : convective heat transfer from the sample to the dome 
3: qconv.i : convective heat transfer from the insulation to the dome 
4: qract.ict : radiative heat transfer from the insulation, absorbed by the dome 
5: qract.iw : radiative heat transfer from the insulation which escapes through the windows 
6: qract.sct : radiative heat transfer from the sample, absorbed by the dome 
7: qract.sw: radiative heat transfer from the sample which escapes through the windows 

The curves from the heater to the insulation surface indicate the conductive heat flow from the 
heater to the surface. This heat flow takes care of the heating of the insulation surface. The heat 
flow is directed away from the surface by qconv,i' qrad.id and qrad.iw' 

The problem is that the various types of heat transfer can't be treated separately: especially the 
boundary conditions of the heated insulation at the insulation-air interface are determined by all 
three types of heat transfer. 
The heat transfer in the fumace will therefore be considered, coupling the different types of heat 
transfer. The fini te element program Sepran wil! be used to do a part of the calculations of the 
total heat transfer in the fumace. 
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5.2 Radiative heat transfer in the sample chamber 

In the model for the radiative heat transfer in the sample chamber, the following is assumed: 

(i) Egold = 0.03, Eins= 0.75. 
(ii) The sample is an opaque piece of glass: Esample = 0.92 
(iii) The surface temperature of the sample (T s), the reflecting do me (T domJ and the inner wall of 
the fumace housing (T w) are 300K. The maximum sample temperature is 1500K. Calculations 
will be done at 1100, 1300 and 1500K. 
(iv) The radiative heat transfer from the dome to the sample and insulation is neglected. 
(v) The radius of the sample is 0.045 m. 
(vi) Radiation, emitted by the sample which reflects to the insulation is neglected. 

(*) Assumption (i): Egold' theemission coefficient of gold at 1500K is calculated to be 0.02 in 
Appendix A This value is valid fora perfectly polished surface. In [7] was stated that Egold was 
0.02-0.03 fora carefully polished surface. This condition may change during fumace operation. 
The gold coating may be affected due to the extreme temperatures. The value of Egold is therefore 
assumed to be 0.03. 

Calculated is, using eq. (D.J-D-5) that the maximum angle ~of 
the emitted radiation and the dome's surface is 3Cf'. This value is 
obtained for radiation emitted perpendicularly at the sides of the 
sample (r = 0.045 m). In appendix A is shown that the angular 
reflectance of gold is a constant within 0.5% in the interval from 
0-70°. The approximation of a constant angle-independent 

Fig. 5-2:definition of~ reflectance of 0.03 is therefore valid. 
The emittance at 1500K of insulation bricks was measured by 
Wieringa [3]. At 1500K he found values varying from 0.6 to 0.75. 

The maximum heat loss will occur at Eins=0.75. As a worst case approximation the emittance of 
the insulation is therefore assumed to be 0.75. 
(**) Assumption (ii) is a worst case approximation: the glass sample will always be more or less 
transparent, implying Esampé 0.92 [Appendix C]. 
(***) Assumption (iii) is reasanabie because the fumace housing and the dome are made out of 
brass, which has a good thermal conductivity (130 W/mK [7]). The domeis inthermal contact 
with the fumace housing, which is water-cooled to keep the temperature at 300K. A simple 
calculation shows that a (radiative and convective) heat flow of about 80 W is required to obtain 
a temperature difference of lOK between the top of the dome and the fumace housing. 
(****) Assumption (iv) is reasanabie because the dome's temperature is 300K. The ratio of 
radiation intensities, emitted by the dome and the intensity, emitted by the sample is 

ldome _ EgoldcrT: = 0. 02(300)4 = 
3 

_
10

_5 

!sample EscrTs
4 

0. 98(1500)4 
(5. 1) 

(*****) The actual radius of the sample is 0.04 m. Since the size and shape of the insulation 
bricks do not exactly match the size and shape of the sample and the fumace housing, there is 
some space (at most a few mm) between both the insulation and the heater and the insulation and 
the fumace hou sing. The meao difference between inner and outer radius of the insulation bricks 
(the shape of the bricks is a circle with a hole in the centre) is measured to be about 0.045 m. The 
radius of the sample is therefore approximated to be (0.09-0.045) m = 0.045 m. 
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(******) Radiation emitted at the centre of the sample will be reflected back tothespot where it 
was emitted, since the sample is located at the centre of the dome. Radiation, emitted not at the 
centre of the sample will reflect toa spot at the same distance from the centre at the opposite side 
of the sample. Th is is ho wever only valid for small di stances. For greater di stances from the 
centre, the radiation will be reflected to a spot further away from the centre. This problem will be 
dealt with in the uncertainty analysis. 

Absorption o(radiation by the dome 

The radiation, absorbed by the dome can be divided in two parts: 
qrad.id : radiation, emitted by the insulation and absorbed by the dome 
qrad.sd : radiation, emitted by the sample and absorbed by the dome 
Assumed is that all radiation, emitted by the insulation and reflected at the dome, reflects to the 
insulation. All radiation, emitted by the sample and reflected at the dome, reflects to the sample. 

Accounting for multiple reflections, qrad.id and qrad.sd are 

~ 

qrad.id = Eins<JT
4
dA I (1- Rgold) L (1- f) n+l (RgoldRins) n = 0.038 · Eins<JT

4 
dA 1 (5.2) 

n=O 
~ 

qrad.sd = EsamplecrT
4
dAI (1- Rgold) L (1- on+l (RgoldRsamplo )n = 0.032. EsamplecrT4 dAI (5.3) 

n=O 

qrad.id : energy, emitted by the insulation, absorbed by the dome (W) 
qrad.sd : energy, emitted by the sample, absorbed by the dome (W) 
Eins: emission coefficient ofthe insulation (0.75) 
Esample: emission coefficient of the sample (0.92) 
cr: Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
T: temperature of the eruitter (sample or insulation) (K) 
dA 1 :area of the emitter, either the sample or the insulation (m 2) 

f: ratio of the total window surface and the dome's surface 
Rgoid : reflectance of the gold dome (0.97) 
Rins : reflectance of the insulation (0.25) 
Rsampie : reflectance of the sample (0.08) 

Radiation, passing the windows 

The heat loss caused by the part of the radiation which is directed through the windows will be 
calculated next. 
There are two types of radiation in the dome: 
- Diffuse radiation, emitted by the insulation 
- Directed radiation from the smooth glass sample. 

Diffuse radiation. emirred bv the insu/ation 

The insulation consists of a ceramic board of 729c Al 10, and 28% Si01 fibres. The radiation, 
emitted by this board is largely diffuse. - . -

In Appendix C the energy qrad.iw emitted by a piece of insulation, leaving through the windows is 
calculated to be 
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qrad,iw = 0.06·EinsOT4dAI 

Eins: emission coefficient of the insulation 
T: temperature of the emitting piece of insulation (K) 
dA1: area of theeruitter (the piece of insulation) (m 2) 

Directed radiation from the smooth glass sample 

(C.9) 

In Appendix C, the energy '1-ad,sw emitted by the sample and leaving through the windows is 
calculated to be 

(C.l2) 

5.3 Convective heat transfer in the sample chamber 

The formulation of natura! convection problems follows the same basic conservation principles 
that govern generalfluid motion, namely the conservation of mass, momenturn and energy. In 
forced flow studies, the fluid properties are either assumed to be constant throughout the flow 
domain or they are simply considered as point functions, values of which are obtained using 
constitutive equations at every grid node of a numerical study mesh. However, in the case of 
natura! convection, at least one property, the density, can not be treated in such a way, since the 
variations in density are the primary cause of the fluid motion. If these variations are fully 
accounted for in the formulation of the problems, the already complicated set of governing 
equations become more so. 
An extensively used simplification in natura! conveetien is the Boussinesq approximation, which 
considers the density variations only if they directly contribute to the fluid motion. Furthermore, 
the temperature dependenee of the density variatien can be given as: 

Following these simplifications, the governing equations for steady two-dimensional natura! 
conveetien of incompressible gas can be written as fellows: 

continuity: 

momentum: 

energy: 

V'·ü=O 

T: temperature (K) 
p: density (kg/m3) 

P: coefficient of volume expansion (- 1/T fora perfect gas) 
u: velocity (m/s) 
p: pressure (Pa) 
g: gravitational acceleration (m2fs) 
CP: specific heat at a constant pressure (J/kgK) 
kair: thermal conductivity (W/mK) 
v: dynamic viscosity (m2/s) 
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a: thermal diffusivity (m2/s) 
L: typicallength (m) 

These equations are valid if: 
- the flow is laminar 
- the Boussinesq approximation is valid 
- the flow is steady 

Validitv o(the laminar flow approximation 

Transition from laminar to turbulent flow depends on the relative magnitude of the buoyancy and 
viseaus farces in the fluid. It is customary to correlate its occurrence in termsof the Rayleigh 
number Ra, which is simply the product of the Grashof and Prandtl numbers. 

G - g~(Ts -T~)e . fb . f r - 2 , ratiO o uoyancy to vJscous orces 
V 

(5.8) 

V 
Pr = -, ratio of molecular momenturn and thermal diffusivity (5.9) 

a 
Ra= Gr Pr = g~(Ts- T~ )L' 

va 
(5.10) 

The properties of air in the calculation of these dimensionless numbers wil! be considered at the 
mean of the sample temperature and the wal! temperature. At a sample temperature of 1500K for 
instance, the Rayleigh number was calculated using thermophysical properties of air at 
(1500+300)/2 = 900K. 
Using the thermophysical properties of air as summarised in [1], the following values for Ra and 
Pr are obtained, using typicallengths Lof 0.09 m(the radius of the dome) and 0.045 m (the 
radius ofthe sample): 
1500K: Ra(900K)009m == 6105 

1300K: Ra(800K)009m == 9105 

1100K: Ra(700K)00901 == 1 106 

Ra(900K)0 045 m == 8104 

Ra(800K)0045 m == 1 105 

Ra(700K)0045 m == 2.105 

Pr(900K) == 0.7 

Pr(SOOK) == 0.7 

Pr(700K) == 0.7 

Catton [4] described experimental results of the transition from laminar to turbulent flow of a 
fluid in a rectangular cavity, heated from below, as a function of Ra and Pr. The results he 
obtained are shown in Fig. 5-3. Although the geometrie configuration Catton used is somewhat 
different from the configuration of our furnace, the values he obtained will be a good 
approximation from the transition to turbulent flow in our case. 
From Fig. 5-3 can be concluded that for Pr=0.7 the transition to turbulent flow is at Ra== 1 104 . 

From the calculated Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers can be concluded that if the typical length is 
taken to be the dome's radius (0.09m), the flow is turbulent. If the typicallength is taken to be the 
radius of the heater (0.045m), the flow is still turbulent but is closer to the transition area of 
turbulent and laminar flow. 
What can be concluded is that the turbulence level in the sample chamber wil! probably be not 
extremely high. The results, obtained using a laminar flow approximation wil! probably be a 
reasonable estimation for the convective heat transfer. 
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TURBULEIIT FLO~ 

PRAilDTL NUMBER 

Fig. 5-3: Transitions to turbulence 

Validitv o(the Boussinesq approximation: 

In natura! convection flows the driving souree of fluid motion is the gravity acting on the 
temperature dependent density of the fluid. From this point of view therefore, the fluid is 
compressible. An effect of the non-constant physical properties such as density, viscosity and the 
Prandtl number, is the existence of cross-terms in the diffusive and convective terms. Whether 
these cross-terms are of any importance and under what circumstances they can be neglected , 
was investigated by Gray and Giorgini [5]. They gave conditions for the temperature and 
pressure variation of the physical properties in terms of dimensionless numbers. The restrictions 
on the size of the cavity, imposed by the pressure dependency of the properties, are in general 
easily satisfied and therefore will not be mentioned here. The limitations on the maximum 
temperature difference due to the temperature dependency of p, v, ~.CP and ka" were obtained 
from the linearized Taylor expansions: 

1 (ap) --- ~T=~0~T<< I 
Po é)T T=T

0 

(5.11) 

- -- ~T<<l 1 (av) 
Vo é)T T=To 

(5.12) 

- -- ~T<<I 1 (a~) 
~o é)T T=T

0 

(5.13) 

- -- ~T<<I I (acpJ 
CPo é)T T=T

0 

(5.14) 

--~ ~T<<I I (ak ) 
kair,O é)T T=T

0 

(5. 1 5) 

Usually these conditions are replaced by conditions of the type: 

(5.16) 
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and similar expressions for the other physical properties. This implies that in the Boussinesq 
approximation a maximum error of 10% in the Jinearized Taylor polynomial of a physical 
property is accepted. 
In Tab ie 5-4 the restrictions on the values of L\ T as imposed by the equations ( 5.10-5.15) are 
given for T0 =900K (the mean of the maximum temperature of the heating element and the 
dome's temperature ). The values of the thermophysical properties are obtained from [I]. In the 
present model these criteria are nat satisfied as can be seen from this table. Although this will 
result inlossin accuracy, in order nat to make thesetof equations toa complicated the 
Boussinesq approximation will be applied. 

L\Tmax (K) 

p 90 

V 147 

~ 90 

Cp 534 
k 132 

Table 5-4: Maximum temperature difference L\T for the various temperature dependent physical 
properties to allow Boussinesq calculations for air at 900K. 

It has to be remarked that these conditions do nat say anything about the influence of the 
approximation on the eventual temperature and velocity field. The influence of the Boussinesq 
approximation on the convective heat flow will be discussed in the uncertainty analysis. 
The goveming equations will be solved by the finite element program Sepran. The finite element 
methad is described in Appendix B. 
The reason for solving the equations for constant p, ~. CP and kair is that there is no standard 
option in Sepran to use these properties temperature dependent. Since this option is available for 
v, this property will be considered temperature dependent. 

5.4 Conductive heat transfer in the furnace insulation 

The next step is to determine the conductive heat transfer from the heater to the caoled housing. 
Th ere are no heat sourees or sinks ( only the temperature of the wall and heater are prescribed, 
nat the heat flow), and the geometry of the fumace is considered axisymmetric (the effect of 
windows is neglected). The time-independent temperature can be described using Poisson' s 
equation: 

V 2T(r,z) = 0 
T(0.09,z) = T(r,-0.14) = 300K, 0::; r::; 0.09, -0.14::; z::; 0 

T(0.045,z) = Tsample -0.065::; Z::; 0 
T(r,-0.065) = Tsample 0 ::; r::; 0.045 
where the origin is chosen at the centre of the dame 

The conductive heat transfer is described by Fourier' s law 

qcond = -kinsAn V· T 
~ns: thermal conductivity of the insulation (W/m K) 
An: area normal to the direction of heat transfer 
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The thermal conductivity kinsof the insulation was 0.2 W/mK, as stated by the manufacturer. 
The calculation will be done using the finite element methad in Sepran. 

5.5 Calculation approach 

By coupling the different types of heat transfer, the temperature of the top of the insulation can 
be detennined. 
The insulation surface is heated by means of conduction from the sample to the insulation 
surf ace. 
This heat flow is directed away from the surface by means of convection and radiation. 
At the insulation surface, in equilibrium, the tata! convective and radiative heat loss equals the 
conductive heat transfer from the sample to the insulation surface. 
In an iterative process this equilibrium is obtained. 
In this iterative process two programmes are used: "calc" and "conv". 

Calc: 
This program calculates the heat transfer in the furnace housing. 
It calculates the temperature at the insulation surface and qtotal.wall: the tata! heat loss from the 
sides of the sample. 
As boundary conditions at the insulation surface, the convective and radiative heat flow are 

prescribed. The radiative heat flow is described by T(r) and is per unit area E;n,crT(r) 4
• 

The convective heat flow has to be detennined before. 
The radiative heat flow is calculated using the prescribed temperature profile of the insulation 
surf ace. 

Input: Tol/r), qconv.i • Tsample • T wall ,kins' kair• fins• Rgold 
Output: T new(r), qtotal.wall 

Conv: 
This program calculates the convective heat transfer in the sample chamber. 
lt computes the convective heat transfer from bath the sample to the dame and the insulation to 
the dame. 

Input: T new(r), Tsampie' T wall• kair' p, V, ~.CP 
Output: qconv.i ' qconv.s 

lterative calculation of the total heat transfer: 

The iterative process is described in a flowchart in Fig. 5-5: 
-Step 1: "calc": The temperature profile at the insulation surface is calculated only accounting 
for conductive heat transfer: there is no radiative and convective heat transfer (dT/dn=O). The 
calculated temperature profile at the insulation surface (neglecting convection and radiation) is 
T0(r). 

-Step 2: "calc" and "conv": The temperature profile T 0(r) is used as a first approximation for the 
temperature at the insulation surface in bath "calc" and "conv". 
In "calc", boundary conditions are: qrad ,.(r)= cT0(r)4, q (r)= 0. . conv,t 
The result of the calculation is a new boundary temperature T 1(r). 
In "conv", the boundary condition is: T(r) = T 0(r). 
The result of the calculation is a new convective heat transfer q .0(r) 

conv,1 
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-Step 3: "calc" and "conv": The temperature of the insulation surface T 1(r) is used in both "calc" 
and "conv". 
In "calc", boundary conditions are: qrad.i*(r)= cT 1 (r)4, qconJr)= qconv,io(r). 
The result of the calculation is a new boundary temperature T lr). 
In "conv", the boundary condition is: T(r) = T 2(r). 
The result of the calculation is a new convective heat transfer qconv Jr) 

The iteration process is considered complete when two successive temperature profiles are 
identical within I% from r = 0.045 to r = 0.08 m. The temperature at less than 0.0 I m from the 
furnace housing is mainly determined by convection. The process of convergence is therefore 
very slow near the furnace housing: at least two more or less equally important sourees of heat 
transfer are necessary fora quick con verging. The influence of the heat transfer at this part of the 
insulation can be neglected, compared to the total heat transfer. The criterion of convergence is 
therefore valid. 

Fig. 5-5: Flowchart iterative heat transfer calculation 
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5.6 Results 

By just calculating the conductive heat transfer from the heater to the insulation in the simulation 

program qcond' qconv.i' qrad,iw and qrad,id can be calculated. 
qconv.s is calculated separately in the simulation program. 
qrad.sd and qrad,sw are calculated using (5.3) and (C.12). 
The different types of heat transfer are separately. Th is shows the relative importance of each 
type. 

Summarising: 

T UOOK 1300K 1500K 

Q. '"" 
127.7 w 155.4 w 185.1 w 

Q. '"' < 
28.1 w 35.7 w 42.9W 

Q. '"' . 38 w 44.0W 51.0W 
q 2.4 w 3.8 w 6.0W 
Q 3.8W 6.2W 9.7W 

Qrorl ut 15.6 w 30.4 w 53.8W 

Q.,,j <W 24.3 w 47.4 w 84.0W 

I 91ulal 
j239.9 w j322.9 w 1432.5 w 

Table 5-6: Summary of the results of the calculations 

I 

The results show that the ratio of the conductive, the convective and the radiative heat transfer is 
(2.8: 1.4: 1) at 1100K, (1.9: 1: 1.1) at 1300K and (2: 1 : 1.6) at 1500K. From these results can 
be concluded that the radiative heat transfer becomes more and more important when the 
temperature rises. The conductive heat transfer is constantly about twice the convective heat 
transfer in the temperature interval from 1100 to 1500K. 

In the uncertainty analysis, the radiative heat transfer from the sample to the insulation turns out 
to be one of the most important sourees of heat loss. Si nee this type of heat transfer was 
neglected in the results of the calculations as shown in Table 5-6, the results as shown are an 
underestimation of the heat losses. 
The radiative heat transfer from the sample to the insulation and the results of the uncertainty 
analysis (section 5.7) are included in Table 5-13, where a more accurate estimation of the 
different types of heat transfer in the furnace is shown. 

Results of the calculated temperature distribution and the streamlines in the furnace are shown in 
Fig. 5-7 to 5-9: 
In Fig. 5-7 the surface temperature is shown for different sample temperatures. 
In Fig. 5-8 the temperature in the entire fumace is shown at a sample temperature of 1500K. 
In Fig. 5-9 the streamlines in the sample chamber areshownat a sample temperature of 1500K. 
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Fig. 5-7: The temperature at the insulation surface at different sample temperatures 
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Fig. 5-8: Temperature in the furnace 
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From Fig. 5-7 can be concluded that the influence of the sample's temperature on the temperature 
of the insulation surface is limited to an area within 0.02m from the sample. Outside of this area 
the surface temperature is al most identical when the sample temperature is varying from I I 00 to 
1500K. 
From Fig. 5-8 can be concluded that the temperature at the insuiatien surface, calculated in the 
sample chamber is equal to the temperature, calculated in the furnace housing, which indicates an 
equilibrium. 
In Fig. 5-9 is shown that the centre of the circulating air in the sample chamber is located at 
r == 0.06m, z == 0.035 m. 

5.7 Uncertainty analysis 

Variations in one type of heat transfer influence the temperature distribution in the furnace and 
with it, the other types of heat transfer. Variations in one property therefore do affect all types of 
heat transfer. Nevertheless only the type of heat transfer which is directly related toa property 
will be considered, which is an approximation, valid for small variations in that property. 
The uncertainty in the results as presented in the previous section is due to the uncertainty in the 
following properties: 
- Rgolct: the reflectance of the gold dame 
- êins' êsample: the emission coefficients of the sample and the insuiatien 
- k;ns: the thermal conductivity of the insuiatien 
- variations in the convective heat transfer due to the Boussinesq approximation 
The fin al souree of uncertainty which wil! be considered is the radiative heat transfer from the 
sample to the insulation, which was neglected in the previous calculations. 

Variations in the retlectance o[the gold dome 

Variations in the reflectance of the gold dome directly influence the absarptien of radiation by 
the dome. All ether means of heat transfer are only influenced indirectly. 
The radiation, absorbed by the dome (qract,id' qrad.sct) is proportional to 1-Rgold" The variation in the 
radiation, absorbed by the dame due toa variation in the reflectance of the dome therefore is: 

Öqrad.*d ÖRgold 

qrad!d (1- Rgold) 
(5.19) 

Everypercent loss in reflectance results in 33% of absarptien extra by the dame (in the initia! 
situation Rgold=0.97), resulting in an extra absorbed power of 25W (at 1500K). 
During operatien the reflectance properties of the gold coating might be affected. Nothing is 
known yet about this possible lossin reflectance. The uncertainty in the radiative energy, 
absorbed by the dome is therefore not known. 
Unpolished gold has a reflectance of about 0.86 [7]. Fora worst case approximation the 
reflectance of an affected gold coating is assumed to be the mean of the carefully polished 
surface and the unpolished surface, which is 0.92. This would lead to an extra absorbed energy at 
the dame of about 165%. This is a situation which might occur aftera long period of furnace 
operation. Inthetest measurements the gold coating will not be affected (yet).Variations in the 
radiative heat transfer due toa loss in reflectance of the dame wil! therefore not occur in the test 
measurements. 
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Variations in theemission coefficients o[the sample and the insu/ation 

Variations in theemission coefficients of the sample and insulation directly influence the 
radiation which leaves through the windows (qrad.iw' qrad,sw) and the radiation, absorbed by the 

dome (qrod.sd' qrad.id). 
fins = 0.75 was the approximation which was used for theemission coefficient of the insulation. 

€sample = 0.92, theemission coefficient of an opaque piece of glass, was the approximation used 
for the emission coefficient of the sample. 
The value of theemission coefficient of insulation was measured to be 0.6-0.75 [3]. The 
emission coefficient of the sample is in the test measurements in the same range. 
The maximum overestimation of qrad,iw and qrad,id by assuming fins=0.75 is 1- 0.6/0.75 = 0.20. 

The maximum overestimation of qrad.sw and qrad.sd by assuming fsample=0.92 is 1-0.6/0.92 = 0.35 

Variations in the thermal conductivit\' o(the insu/ation 

Variations in the thermal conductivity kins directly influence the conductive heat transfer qconct· 
A variation in kins does not influence the temperature profile in the bulk of the insulation, it does 
influence the conductive heat flow. From Fourier's law(5.17) it is known that a variation in kins 
is proportional to the variation in the conductive heat flow it induces. 
The thermal conductivity of the used insulation varies about linearly from 0.24 to 0.06 W/mK in 
the temperature interval from 1500-300K, as stated by the manufacturer of the insulation. A more 
accurate approximation for k therefore might be 0.15 W/mK. The approximation of k=0.2W/mK 
therefore induced a maximum overestimation of the conductive heat transfer of 0.25. 

Variations in the convective heat transfer due to the Boussinesq approximation 

The Boussinesq approximation as described insection 5.3 has been used for the calculation of 
the convective heat transfer. In section 5.3 it is shown that this approximation is not valid: the 
approximation of the thermophysical properties of air to be constant was not allowed. 
In order to estimate the uncertainty this approximation implies, a few test runs of the program 
have been done for various constant values of the thermophysical properties. The surface 
temperature was the sameasin Fig. 5-7 at a sample temperature of 1500K. The convective heat 
flow at each test run was calculated. The thermophysical properties of air were chosen to be the 
values valid for the following temperatures. 

600K: qconv,id = 51.6 W 
800K: qconv,id = 52.3 W 
900K: qconv id = 51.0 W 
I lOOK: qconv:ict = 48.3 W 
1200K: qconv.id = 47.0 W 

What can be concluded forthese values is that the temperatures for which the thermophysical 
properties of air are chosen have an effect on the convective heat transfer of maximum I 09c in 
the temperature interval from 600-1200K in this particular situation. 
The consequences of the Boussinesq approximation therefore seem to be limited within I 0%. 
More difficult to predict is the effect of turbulence in the flow. As shown insection 5.3, the 
turbulence level will probably be low. An estimation of the uncertainty due to turbulence can not 
be given. This estimation will be limited to the remark that turbulence implies a better mixing 
and therefore more convective heat loss. 
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Large variations in the convective heat transfer due to the Boussinesq approximation wil! 
therefore be mainly due to turbulence. 

Radiative heat transfer [rom the sample to the insu/ation 

Th is last part of the uncertainty analysis is in fact a new 
calculation. In the analysis the radiative heat transfer from the 
sample to the insulation turned out to be one of the most important 
sourees of heat loss in the furnace. 
In the calculations it was assumed that all radiation, emitted by the 
sample returned to the sample. As shown in Fig. 5-10 a part of the 

Fig. 5-10:Ernitted rays radiation, emitted by the sample reflects to the insulation, resulting 
in a higher surface temperature which implies more radiative and 
convective heat loss. 

As shown radiation, emitted not at the centre of the dome will not return to its original spot. 
Radiation incident on the half of the dome which is at the same side as the spot it originated 
from, will return to the surface further away from the centre. Radiation incident on the opposite 
half of the dome will return closer to the centre. The percentage of the radiation, emitted by the 
sample which reflects to the insulation is calculated in Appendix D. The result of these 
calculations are shown in Fig. 5-11. 
It is clear that the assumption that all radiation emitted by the sample is reflected back to the 
sample, is not valid. Only radiation, emitted at less than 0.021 m from the centre is totally 
reflected back to the sample. 
In appendix D radiative heat transfer from the sample to the insulation is calculated. The result is 
shown in Fig. 5-12. 
What can be concluded is that at any part of the insulation the radiative energy per unit area, 
incident at the insulation is 6-1 Oo/c of the emitted energy per unit area by the sample, which 
means a major contri bution in the total heat transfer of the furnace. 
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In appendix D, the fraction of the radiation, emitted by the sample which reflects to the 
insulation is calculated to be 36%. The sample area is 25% of the total area of sample and 
insulation, which means that it takes an emitted ray four reflections on average to return to the 
sample. In these four reflections, four times a part of the ray is absorbed by the dame, four times 
a part leaves through the windows. The absorptance of the dame is 0.03. A part of 0.047 of the 
radiation, emitted by the insulation leaves directly through the windows (C.ll ). The fraction of 
radiation (emitted by the insulation) which returns eventually to the sample is (1-0.047-0.03) 4 = 
73%, which means that 27% of the radiation, emitted by the insulation will not return to the 
sample. 
From these calculations can be concluded that the loss of radiative energy due to reflections from 
the sample to the insulation 0.360.27 = 10% ofthe total emitted energy. This 10% lossis divided 
in 6% which leaves through the windows and 4% which is absorbed by the dame. 
An estimation of the order of magnitude of the different types of heat transfer is done to get an 
idea of how the incident radiation is moved from the surface. 
The order of magnitude of the incident radiation is 0.07 crP, which is about 2 104 W/m2• 

The conductive heat flow per area is kinsdT/dx. Since kinsis 0.2 W/mK, the conductive heat 
transfer is an order of magnitude smaller than the incident radiation (dT/dx should be lOOOK/cm 
to compensate for this incident radiation). Conduction will therefore be neglected in the 
following calculations. 
The convective heat flow per unit area at 1500K was calculated to be 2 103 W/m2, which is also 
an order of magnitude smaller than the incident radiation. 
The condusion from this comparison of orders of magnitudes is that almast all incident radiation 
will have to leave the insulation by means of radiation. 
A new boundary temperature will be calculated for the different sample temperatures, using the 
starting situation as described in Fig. 5-7. Th is new boundary temperature is calculated assuming 
that all incident radiation will be emitted: radiation is the only type of heat transfer. 
Using this new boundary temperature, the new convective heat flows are calculated to be: 
qconv.i (11 OOK)= 61 W 
qconv.i ( 1300K) = 78W 
qconv,i (l500K) = 91 W 
The results of the calculations, done is this section were summarised in Table 5-13. In this table, 
the maximum variations of each type of heat transfer are included. The calculated value of qwral is 
a maximum since a worst case approximation has been used. The maximum overestimation of 
this value is shown with the result of the calculation. 
The uncertainty in the convective heat transfer is not known, since this uncertainty will be mainly 
due to turbulence. The qua1itative effect of turbulence is a better mixing, implying a greater 
convective heat flow, the quantitative effect is not known. 
The great difference between Table 5-6 and 5-13 is that q ., q d .d and q d. increased conv,t ra .1 ra ,tw 

substantially due to the radiative heat transfer from the sample to the insulation. 
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T llOOK 1300K 1500 K 

Qrnnrl 127.7-31.9W 155.4- 38.9 w 185.1-46.3 w 
Q, 28.1 ±?W 35.7 ± ?W 42.9±?W 

Qrnnv • 61 ±?W 78±?W 91 ± ?W 

Q, .rlörl 19.4- 3.8 w 37.9-7.6 w 67.2-13.4 w 
Q, 29.2-5.8 w 56.9- 11.4 w I 00.8 - 20.2 w 
Q, 15.6-5.5 w 30.4- 10.6 w 53.8- 18.8 w 
qrM-"W 24.3- 8.5 w 47.4- 16.6 w 84.0- 29.4 w 

I 9&111al 1 c3o5- 56) w 1 (442- 85) w 1 (625- 128) w I 
Table 5-13: Summary of the results of the calculations, corrected for radiative heat transfer from 
the sample to the insulation. The result of the uncertainty analysis is included 

5.8 Comparison of the experimental results with the calculated heat loss, conclusions 

The measured required power supply to obtain temperatures of 1100 and 1300K were 260 W 
and 437 W. The calculated power supply was in the interval [249-305W] and [357-442W]. 
What can be concluded is that the required power supply corresponds with the calculated value 
within the uncertainty limits. Obvious is that the required power for 1300K is closer to the 
calculated (maximum) value. Partially this can be explained by the fact that the thermal 
conductivity of the insulation is proportional to the temperature: the conductivity varies from 
0.06 to 0.24 W/mK in the temperature range from 300-1500K, as stated by the manufacturer. 
This implies a relative larger conductive heat transfer 
Turbulence might also account for this relative higher heat loss at 1300K. The larger temperature 
difference will induce a higher level of turbulence, implying more convective heat transfer. 
This tendency to relative (to the calculated values) higher heat losses at higher temperatures will 
probably continue at 1500K, the required power input might even be higher than the calculated 
(maximum) power input. 
Large differences however are not expected, since the measured and calculated values of the 
required power input for 1100 and 1300K matched very well within the limits of uncertainty. 
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______________________ 6, Conclusions and recommendations 

6 Conclusions and recommendations 

Practical problems which will be encountered during high temperature measurements on a glass 
sample, will be bubble formation and evaporation of water in the glass. 
At temperatures below the reboiling point, bubble formation is caused by entrapment of air. At 
these temperatures, bubble formation could be avoided by using a glass sample made of one 
piece, which exactly matched the dimensions of the crucible. 
Bubble formation caused by the reboiling process is a greater problem. The only way to avoid 
this kind of bubble formation would be to place the sample in an atmosphere where the S0 2 and 
0 2 pressures were equal to their equilibrium pressures. Since the equilibrium pressures of these 
gases are above one atmosphere in the reboiling process, this would mean that the furnace would 
be under pressure, which causes practical problems. 
Evaporation of water in glass is a problem that will have to be dealt with before starting the 
measurements. As shown, the diffusion coefficient of about 210- 10 m2/s causes a lossof water in 
the sample of about 25% aftera heating time of one hour already. This diffusion of water could 
be avoided by adjusting the water contents of the atmosphere in the furnace. 

Calculations of the required power input of the furnace corresponded with the measurements 
within the I i mits of uncertainty, at temperatures of 1100 and 1300K. Measurements at 1500K 
could not be done: the heating wire broke at that temperature. This might imply the necessity of a 
different type of heating wire which can stand a higher temperature. Since the calculated power 
input corresponded with the measured power input at 1100 and 1300K, great differences at 
1500K between the calculated and the actual power input are not expected. 
The radiative heat transfer from the sample to the insulation turned out to be one of the most 
important sourees of heat loss. Th is type of heat transfer will also imply horizontal temperature 
gradients. The further away from the centre of the dome, the more important this type of heat 
transfer will be. In order to avoid errors in the final spectroscopie measurements due to these 
temperature gradients, measurements will have to be done at the centre of the sample (at the 
centre of the dome). 

The following activities have to be carried out before the measurements of the absorption 
coefficient of glass by means of reflection and emission spectroscopy can start: 
- the coupling of the furnace to the spectrophotometer. In an optica! way, the signa! from the 
furnace has to arrive at the measuring spot of the spectrophotometer. This will be done by means 
of mirrors. A problem which might occur is refraction of the signa! in the furnace caused by 
differences in density of air. 
- the building of a black body radiator for the reference measurements. This black body radiator 
will be a furnace itself. The temperature has to be equal to the sample's temperature, temperature 
gradients have to be minimised and it must be completely black, which means that E=l. 
When these two activities are completed, the measurements of the absorption coefficient in 
molten glass can begin. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A: Reflectance properties of gold 

The speetral retlectance o(gold 
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Fig. A-1: The speetral reflectance of gold [2] 

As shown in Fig. A-1, the reflectance of gold is wavelength dependent The reflectance Rgolct is 
defined to be the ratio of the reflected intensity in each wavelength interval and the energy, 
emitted by a black body radiator in the same interval. The intensity in each interval can be 
described using Planck's Iaw(2.37). 

~ 

J Rgolct (À)c 1À-5 I (ec2 n.T -l)dÀ 

R ~.=o 
gold - .:.;_'---~---------------

f c1À-5 I (ec2m -l)dÀ 
À=Ü 

Rgo1iÀ): reflectance of radiation of wavelength À 
c 1: first optica! constant - 3. 7 410-16 W m2 

c2: second optica! constant - 1.4410-2 mK 
T: temperature (K) 

(A. I) 

The va lues of the speetral reflectance Rgolct(À), as shown in Fig. A-1 were used in the calculation 
of the total reflectance Rgolct· 

At T = 1500 K, Rgold is calculated to be 98%, which means that 98% of the energy. emitted by a 
black body radiator of that temperature is reflected. 
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The angular retlectance o(gold 

The angular retlectance of gold of radiation with a wavelength of 2 ·I 0-6 m can be calculated 
using Fresnel' s equations (2.13-2.17). The calculation of the angular retlectance is however quite 
complicated since the refractive index of metals is complex. In [3] a method is described to 
separate the real and imaginary part in Fresnel' s equations and to calculate the angular 
retlectance. The result of these calculations is shown in Fig. A-2, where the retlectance for the 
different polarisation statesis shown fora refractive index fi of0.28- 13.78j, which is the 
refractive index fora wavelength of 210·6 m. This wavelength was chosen since black body 
radiation has its maximum at 1500K at that wavelength. In Fig. A-2, R, is the retlectance for 
radiation, polarised parallel to the plane of incidence. RP is the retlectance for radiation, polarised 
perpendicular to the plane of incidence. R is the total retlectance: the mean of R, and RP. 
From Fig. A-2 can be concluded that the retlectance of gold is a constant within 0.5% in the 
interval between 0 and 70°. 
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Fig. A-2: Angular retlectance of gold, À=21 0·6 m, fi = 0.28- 13.78j [2] 

Appendix B: The finite element metbod 

In this appendix, a brief summary of the finite element method is described. Further information 
on this subject can be found in [ 1 ]. The fini te element method is a method that can be used to 
solve a partial differential equation. This method is therefore often used to solve heat transfer 
problems. 
In the finite element method the total area .Q is divided into a finite number of smaller areas, for 
instanee triangles. These areas, called elements have the following characteristics: 
i) The total number of elements is finite. 
ii) There is no overlap between adjacent elements. 
iii) The total area .Q is covered by all elements together. 
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In each element, a finite number of points is chosen, by preferenee at the border of the elements. 
These points are known as the nodal points. 
A basic function <l>i is defined in each element: 
i) <l>i is I in nodal point number i, <l>i is 0 in all other points. 
ii) <l>i is defined in each element to be for instanee linear or quadratic. 

iii) <l>i is continuous in n. 

0 N 0 N 0 

Fig. B-1: Basic (linear) functions <l>o, <l>i and <I>N 

N 

An approximation ü for the solution u is made by means of an interpolation polynomial 

N 

ü(x, y) = L üi<j>i (x, y) 
i=l 

which is defined over the entire area n one by one. 

Galerkin's method 

A linear partial differential equation is represented by 

Lu(x, y) = f(x, y) 

u(x,y) = 0 
r: boundary 

x,y in f?., 
x,y in r 

L: differential operator 

Which can also be represented as 

I w(Lu- f)dxdy = 0, for any w(x,y) 
n 

(B.l) 

(B.2) 

(B.J) 

An approximation for the solution of the differential equation can be constructed by requiring for 
the independent functions W/x,y): 

I w /Lu- f)dxdy = 0, j = 1,2, .... ,N (B.4) 
n 

In the differential equation, u is represented by this approximation ü as described in ( B.l ). Now 
the original partial differential equation is represented by a system of N equations ha ving N 
unknowns, which therefore can be solved. Galerkin's method for the choice ofthe weight 
functions wJ is: 
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<l>i as shown in Fig. B-1 (B.5) 

which results in a system of equations of 

f <l>j(Lu- f)dxdy = O, j = 1,2, .... ,N (B.6) 
n 

Example: a one-dimensional Poisson 's problem 

The application of inhamogeneaus boundary conditions is illustrated in the following example of 
a one-dimensional Poisson's problem: 

d2u 
--=f 

dx2 
' 

u(O) = u 0 

du 
-(1)= g 
dx 

An approximation of the salution is chosen to be 

N 

u(x) =I ui <Pi (x) 
i=O 

x at (0, 1) 

The inhamogeneaus boundary condition at x = 0 is dealt with by the choice of <l>o : 

which implies <1>;(0), i ::F. 0 

The approximation for the salution is: 

N 

ü(x) = u 0 <l> 0 (x) +I îi;<l>; (x) 
i=l 

Next the following calculations will be clone: 
i) multiplication of the differential equation by <!>; ; 

ii) integration over .Q; 

iii) partial integration of the first term; 
iv) applying the Neumann boundary condition. 

j = l, .... ,N 

I d d<l>. [d ]I I J ~-1 dx- ~<Pi = J f<l> 1dx 
0 

dx dx dx 0 0 

j = l, .... ,N 

I dU d<l> I J---1 
dx = g<l>/1) + J f<l> 1dx 

0 
dx dx 

0 

j = l, .... ,N 
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By applying approximation (B.JO) for the solution, the following solvable system of equations is 
obtained: 

j = l, .... ,N (B.l4) 

The Navier-Stokes equations 

The implementation of the finite element method on the Navier-Stokes equations as used in our 
calculations is described in this section. We consider the laminar flow of incompressible liquids, 
described by the Navier-Stokes equations, where the temperature is the driving force. A 
Boussinesq approximation is applied to the equations (( 5.5 )-( 5. 7)). Furthermore the temperature 
satisfies a convection diffusion equation. These equations consist of three parts: 
* Continuity (5.5) 
* Conservation of momenturn (5.6) 
* Temperature equation ( 5. 7) 

Salution methad 

The finite element equations for the temperature dependent incompresible fluid can be written 
as: 

(momentum) (B.l5) 

(temperature) (B.l6) 

Lu=O ( continuity) ( B.l7) 

u: discretized velocity 
Suu: the matrix, corresponding to stress and the convective terms in the 
momenturn equations 
SuT: the discretization of the Boussinesq term 
-e p: represents the V'p term 

Fu: the momenturn souree term 
T: the discretized temperature 
Srr: the matrix due to the discretization of the space part of the 
temperature equation 
FT: the temperature souree term 

For the solution of the Na vier Stokes equations the following items are distinguished: 
* continuity equation 
* non-linearity (due to convective terms and stress tensor in the case of non-Newtonian fluids) 
* coupling between the temperature equation and the momenturn equation 
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Continuity equation 

The momenturn and continuity equations can be written in the following compact form as: 

(B. 18) 

where S stands for the combination of viscous and convective terms 

It is clear that the main diagonal contains a so-called zero-block at the main diagonal due to the 
absence of the pressure in the continuity equation. Th is zero-block may give rise to extra 
complications and for that reason several solution techniques have been developed. The method 
we used was the penalty function method, which decouples pressure and velocity, thus reducing 
the system of equations to be solved. This method can bedescribed as follows: 
The mass balance equation is perturbed: 

ÇP+V·u=O (B.l9) 

The small number Ç, must be chosen such that Ç,P = 0( 1 o-6
). 

P is eliminated from the momenturn balance equations. Hence the velocity is considered as a 
degree of freedom and P is computed as a derived quantity. In discretized form, the penalty 
function method reads 

1 -
Suu(u,T)u+SuT(T)+~CMP 1 Lu = Fu (B.20) 

and the pressure is computed from 

(B.21) 

the matrix MP is termed the pressure mass matrix 

A clear advantage of the penalty function method is the reduction of the size of the matrix, which 
means a large reduction in computing time. 

Non-linearitv 

The non-linear terms (convective terms) must be linearized in order to solve the equations. For 
the linearization of the temperature and velocity, we used a Newton iteration: 

(u· Vu)"+1
::::: u"· Vu"+ 1 + u"+1 ·Vu"- u"· Vu" (B.22) 

Coupling benveen temperature equations and momenturn equations 

The non-linear equations are sofved iteratively. The momenturn equations and the temperature 
equations are solved simultaneously. The iterative processis as follows: 
-Start with an approximation u0

, ~. As a first approximation the solution of the Stokes equations 
are used (convective terms neglected). 
- Compute the solution of the equations and use the calculated u and Tas input for the next step. 
- The iteravive process goes on until the calculated u and T equal the values in the previous step. 
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Appendix C: Radiation, passing the windows 

Fig. C-1: Radiation toa hemispherical surface 

Diffuse radiation, emitted bv the insu/ation 

The part of the energy dqrad.iw emitted by an insulation surface element dA 1 , which escapes 

through the windows, will be related to the total emitted energy of the surface element and its 
position. 
We assume that the radiation is diffuse: the intensity of the radiation is the same for all (upward) 
directions. The intensity is the radiation emitted per unit area per steradian in a eertaio specified 
direction. So, in order to obtain the radiative power emitted by theelementof area dA 1 in a 
eertaio direction, we multiply the intensity by the projection of dA 1 in the specified direction. 
Thus, the power per unitsolid angle, radiated by dA 1 in the direction given by the angle 8 is 

ldA 1 cos8 (C.J) 

1: intensity (WJm2 Sr) 
dA 1: area of emitting piece of insulation (m 2) 

8: angle of the window and the emitting piece of insulation 

The radiative power, arriving at a window surface element dAwindow at a distance r from A 1 is 

given by 

dA . ct q = IdAI cose wm OW 

r2 

dAwindow h J"d J f h dA r 2 : t e SO I ang e 0 t e area window 

(C.2) 

The totalemissive power may be obtained by integrating (C.2) over a hemisphere enclosing dA
1

• 

In a sperical coordinate system as shown in Fig. C-1, 
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then 

dAwinctow = r sin 8d\jlrd8 

21t +lt 
EcrT4dA 1 =I dA 1 I I sin 8cos8d8d\jl = IdA 1 ·1t 

lj/=09=0 

EO'T~ dA ' 
q = --dA I COS 8 wmdow 

1t rz 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 

(C.6) 

Accounting for multiple reflections, the total radiative power, emitted by an insulation surface 
element, escaping through the windows has to be multiplied by 

1 
1 + (1- f)Rgold Rins + (1- f)R gold Rins (1- f)Rgold Rins+.·.= = 1.31 (C. 7) 

1- (1- f)RgoldRins 

_ l· EO'T
4
dA 1 cos8 

q rad.iw - 1.3 2 dA window 
r 

(C.8) 

The part of the radiation qract,i, emitted by the insulation is small compared to the radiation qract.s, 
emitted by the sample, as will be shown later (in section 4.6 the radiation, emitted by the 
insulation turns out to be about 10% of the radiation, emitted by the sample). Approximations in 
the radiation, emitted by the insulation will therefore have less impact in the total heat transfer 
than approximations in the radiation emitted by the sample. 
Each part of the insulation emits radiation at its own angle e. In order to calculate the total 
radiation, emitted by the insulation, the emission of each part of the insulation has to be 
calculated seperately. This is not only complicated but does not contribute much to the total 
precision in the heat transfer calculation as well. 
The part of the radiation qrad,iw' emitted by the insulation which escapes directly through the 
windows is therefore approximated to be equal to the part of the radiation, emitted by the sample 
which escapes through the windows, what will be calculated in (C.ll ). Corrected for multiple 
reflections, the radiative energy, emitted by an insulation surface element dAl' leaving through 
the windows is 

qrad,iw = 1.32 · 0.047 · EinsO'T
4
dA 1 :::::: 0.06 · EinsO'T

4
dA 1 (C.9) 

Directed radiation from the smooth glass sample 

The power qrad.sw emitted by the sample, escaping through the windows can be determined in a 
similar way. The expression dl= E(8)dl0 cose (Lambert' s law) is the basic definition for 
nondiffuse radiation from a surface dA. We assume that all reflected radiation reflects back to 
the sample. The multiplication factor caused by multiple reflections is calculated in ( C. 7), by 
replacing Rms with Rsample (=0.08). The multiplication factor is calculated to be 1.08. qrad,sw' 
corrected for multiple reflections is 
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= 108 . E(8)crT
4
dA 1 cos8 d . 

qrad.sw = 1.08 · E(8)d1Awindow · 2 Awmdow 
7tr 

(C./0) 

The denvation of this equation is similar to the diffuse radiation equation. 
Since the glass sample is smooth, E(8) can be calculated using Fresnel's equations (2.13-2.17). In 
the worst case of an opaque glass sample (n= 1.5): 
E(Ü 0

) = 0.96 

E(2Ü0
) = 0.96 

E(45°) =0.95 
the total hemispherical emittance is 0.92 

When (C.JO) is applied to the situation of our furnace, the part of the radiation emitted by the 
sample which escapes directly through the following windows (the multiple reflections 
multiplication factor 1.08 is not included) is 
- round one, radius 4 mm, e = Û0

: 

- rectangular ones, size 26 x 20 mm, e = 20°: 
- round ones, radius 5 mm, e = 45°: 
- total part which escapes directly through the windows: 

0.20% 
4.0% 

0.45% + 
4.7% (C.ll) 

Corrected for multiple reflections, the energy emitted by the sample which leaves through the 
windows is 

q rad.sw = 1.08. 0.04 7 . crT4 dA I = 0.05. crT4 dA I 

dA1: surface of the emitter (in this case the sample) (m 2) 

T: temperature of the emitter (sample) (K) 

Appendix D: Radiative heat transfer from the sample to'the insulation 

(C./2) 

The first step in the calculation of the radiative heat transfer from the sample to the insulation is 
todetermine the spot where an emitted ray is reflected to. This spot, indicated by x 2 , will be 
expressed as a function of x, R and a. The definition of the angles and di stances is shown in Fig. 
D-1. 

Fig. D-1: definition of angles and distances 
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e = 90°-a 

x1 = 1 cos a y = lsina 

cos(P+6)=]_ ~ 
R 

P = arcco{ ~) - e 

~ x 2 = ytan(2P+6)- x1- x 

(D.l J 

(D.2) 

(D.4) 

(D.5) 

Using eq. (D.l-D.S) the angle interval is calculated for which the radiation reflects to the sample. 
From eq. (C.4) is calculated that the ratio of the radiation, emitted at an angle between e 1 and e2 

and the total emitted radiation is 

(D.6) 

In a spreadsheet the angle a (and with it e) is calculated for which the radiation is reflected to the 
boundary of the sample. Knowing this maximum value of a, the percentage of the radiation 
which is reflected to the insulation is calculated. The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 
4-11. In these calculations, radiation which reflects twice at the dome before returning to the 
sample is neglected. 
The next step is to determine the average angle (e) under which the radiation is emitted by the 
sample towards the insulation via the reflecting dome. 
This average angle (e) of the radiation, emitted at an angle between e 1 and e 2 is derived similar 
to (C.4): 

The emitted radiation is proportional to cos e, according to ( C.l). 

The area at the hemisphere which reflects the radiation is proportional to sine, as shown in 
Fig. C-1. 
The average angle (e) is 

9=92 

(e) = f fe'sin 6'cos6'd6' 
9'=91 

where fis a normalization factor for sin e· cos e·: 

I f sin 6'cos6'd6'= I f fsin 26'd6'=1 

which was obtained aftera few partial integrations 
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The distance x2 from the centre where the mean radiation is reflected to can be calculated from 
the mean angle of the radiation, using eq. (D.S). 
Finally the radiative heat transfer from the sample to the insulation can be calculated. The ratio 
Iretl of the reflected intensity at the insulation and the emitted intensity by the sample unit area is 
the ratio of the emitting and absorbing surface, multiplied by the part of the intensity that reflects 
to the insulation. 

x ~x 
I =loss·---retl A~ 

X2 LlA2 

loss (% ): percentage of the emitted radiation that reflects to the insulation 
x (m): distance from the centre where the radiation is emitted 
x2 (m): distance from the centre where the mean radiation emitted at x, is 

reflected to 
~x (m): distance between two successive radiating spots 
~x2 (m): distance between two spots x2 where the radiation emitted at two 

successive spots x is reflected to 

(D.JO) 

Results of the calculations in this sectionare summarised in Table D-2. In this table is presented: 
-x (m) 
- amin (rad): the minimum angle a for which the emitted radiation reflects to the sample 
- loss (%) 
- (0) (rad): the mean angle of the radiation which is reflected to the insulation 

-x, (m): the distance from the centre where radiation, emitted at x at an angle (0) is reflected _,mean 

to 
- I,etl (%) : ratio of the emitted energy per unit area at the sample and the energy per unit area, 
reflected at x2 . 

x (m) amin (rad) loss (%) (O) (rad) X2.mean (m) lretl (%) 

0.005 0 0 - - -
0.01 0 0 - - -
0.02 0 0 - - -
0.021 0 0 - - -
0.022 0.52 12.0 1.23 0.0417 3.2 
0.023 0.76 23.7 1.08 0.0439 5.6 
0.024 0.94 32.6 0.99 0.0465 6.4 
0.025 1.08 38.9 0.92 0.0492 7.3 
0.027 1.29 46.2 0.84 0.0560 6.5 
0.03 1.52 49.9 0.79 0.0698 4.7 
0.035 1.80 52.6 0.72 > 0.09 (0.1 0) 3.1 
0.04 1.99 58.3 0.58 >0.09 -

Table D-2: Results of the calculations in this section 
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The incident radiation as calculated did not account for the radiation emitted by the part of the 
sample between 0.035 and 0.04 m. Radiation emitted at that area reflects at the dome at least 
twice before it is incident at the insulation. This radiation is therefore more spread over the entire 
surf ace. 
The total part of the radiation, emitted by the sample that does not reflect back to the sample can 
be calculated by multiplying the loss (third column in Table D-2) by the surface of the part of the 
sample it was emitted by. By doing so, the total Ioss by means ofreflection is 36%. 
The heat loss, accounted for in the calculation is about 22%. The other 14% is assumed to be 
spread over the entire area (insulation and sample) randomly, which implies an extra radiation 
pressure of 2.8%. This reflection from the sample to the insulation is shown in Fig. 4-12. 

Appendix E: Sepran simulation programs "conv" and "calc" 

The Sepran simulation programs "conv" and "calc" which calculated the heat transfer in the 
fumace are printed in this section. The programs are both divided into four parts: 
- the mesh generation, indicated by the extension * .msh 
- the main program, indicated by the extension * .f, which does the actual calculation. 
- the problem definition, indicated by the extension * .prb, which describes the various conditions 
in the problem 
- the postprocessing part, indicated by the extension *.pst, which puts the calculated values in an 
array and generates a plot of the streamlines and thetemperature in the fumace. 

Conv.msh 
MESH2D 

coarse( unit=0.005) 
points 

pI =(0.0.0.0) 
p2=(0.045.0.0) 
p3=(0.09.0.0) 
p4=(0.0.0.09) 

curves 
c I =cline2(p l.p2) 
c2=cline2(p2.p3) 
c3=carc2( p3.p4.p I) 
c4=cline2(p4,p I) 

surfaces 
sI =general4( c I ,c2,c3,c4) 

meshsurf 
selml=sl 

plot(plotfm= I OdO,yfact=l d0,jmark=5,numsub= I) 
end 

Conv.f 

c 
program conveelion 

• declamtion of variables and arrays 
impheit none 
integer kmesh(200), kprob(200), intmat(5), isol(5), 

$ iuser(200), matr(5), irhsd(5). iinbld(ll ), 
$ massmt(5), islold(5), iposst, iprob, iter. niter. 
$ ichoice, icheld. i x. jdegfd. i vee. ioutl (5), 
S iout2( I). iehlp(200). 
$ i u I (I 0).idum(5).iresvc(5),iinvec( I 0), 
$ iintbn( I O).iinpri( I 0).icurvs(3).ichois 
data iinvec I I 0*0/ 
double precision user(200), difmax, time.u I (5).rdum(5). 
S value(l ),value I (I ),k_air 
mclude '/usr/local/sepran/cornmon/cmcdpi' 
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c 
c • fill first position of some sepran arrays 

kmesh(l) = 200 
kprob(l) = 200 
iuser( I) = 200 
user(l) = 200 

c 
c • start sepran (START), read mesh (MESHRD), read problem 
c • definition (PROBDF) and read information conceming 
c • the system-matrix (COMMA T) 

call sepstr(kmesh, kprob, intmat) 
iul(l)=O 
u I (I )=0 
call creavc(0,2, I, value,kmesh,kprob,iu l,u I ,idum.rdum) 

c 
c • read boundary conditions 

call presdf(kmesh, kprob, isol) 
c 
c • start iteration 

niter =20 
iprob =I 
do 10 iter =I, niter 

c 
c • read iteration-dependent information 

if (i ter .eq. I) then 

c 

call filcof(iuser, user. kprob, kmesh, iprob) 
iinbld( I)= 0 

el se if (i ter .eq. 2) then 
call chncof(iuser, user, kprob, kmesh, iprob) 
iinbld(l) =I 
iinbld(5) = I 

else if (i ter .eq. 8) then 
cal I chncof(iuser, user. kprob, krnesh, iprob) 
iinbld(l) =I 
iinbld(5) = I 

else if (iter .eq. 13) then 
call chncof(iuser, user. kprob. kmesh, iprob) 
iinbld(l) =I 
iinbld(5) = I 

endif 

c • build matrix and right-hand-side 
call build(iinbld. rnatr, intmat. kmesh, kprob, irhsd, 

$ massmt, isol, islold, iuser, user) 

c 
c • solve matrix-equation 

iposst=O 
call solve(iposst, matr, isol, irhsd, intmat, kprob) 

c 
c * dT/dz 

ichoice=l 
icheld=2 
ix=2 
jdegfd=3 
call deriva(ichoice,icheld,ix,jdegfd,ivec,iout2, 

$ krnesh,kprob,isol,isol,iuser,user,iehlp) 

c 
c *calculation heat flow 

iintbn( I )=8 
iintbn(2)=l 
iintbn(3)=0 
iintbn( 4 )=2 
iintbn(5 )=I 
iintbn(6)=1 

c *insulation c2 
iintbn(7)=2 
iintbn(8)=2 
call intbou(iintbn.rdum.krnesh,kprob,iout2. value I) 
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call totaal(value,valuel,k_air) 
write(irefwr,*) 'warrnteflux = ',value 

c * check convergence and write 'difmax' 

c 

if (i ter .ge. 2) then 
call diffvc(O, isol. islold, kprob, difmax) 
write(irefwr, *)'iter = ',i ter,' difmax = ', difmax 
if (difmax .lt. 1d-6) goto 20 

endif 

c * copy new solution to old solution 
call copyvc(isol,islold) 

JO continue 
20 continue 

cal! prinov(iout2,kmesh,kprob,idum.idum.idum.idum) 
c 
c * generale output 

call outpos(time, kmesh, kprob, isol, iuser, user) 
c 
c • close sepran 

call finish(O) 
end 

c *temperature dependent viscosity 
function fnvtOO(rdum,T) 
implicit none 
double precision fnvtOO,rdum.T 
fnvtOO=abs(( 1d-6)*(( -8.1367)+(0.05927*T)+((7.01798d-5)*T*T))) 
end 

c *temperature insulation surface 
function funcbc(idum,r,z) 
integer ifunc 
double precision funcbc,r,z 

funcbc=(20594)-( 1.09289d6*r)+(2.24766d7*r*r)-
$ (2.06288d8*r*r*r)+(7.07303d8*r*r*r*r) 
end 

c *heat flow 
subroutine totaal(value,value l,k_air) 
implicit none 
double precision value, value l,k_air 
k_air=52.4d-3 
value=value l*k_air 
end 

Conv.prb 
set time on 
set wam on 
set output on 
PROBLEM 

types 
elgrpl, (type= 421) # Boussinesq-axisymmetric 

essbouncond 
degfdl,degfd2,degfd3 = curves0(c1) # T = I 
degfdl,degfd2,degfd3 = curves0(c2) # dT/dn = 0 
degfd l,degfd2,degfd3 = curvesO( c3) # T = 0 
degfdl = curves0(c4) #sigma_!= 0, dT/dn = 0 

END 
MATRIX 

method = 2 # real non-symmetrie matrix 
END 
ESSENTIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

curvesO (cl), degfd3 = (value = 1100) 
curvesO (c2), degfd3 = (func=3) 
curvesO (c3), degfd3 = (value = 300) 

END 
COEFFICIENTS 
# definition of Gras hof: Gr =(I O*beta*rho"21eta"2)*DT*L"3 
# definition of Prandtl: Pr = cp*etallambda 

elgrpl(nparm = 15) 
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coefl = (value = ld-6) #penalty function parameter: epsilon 
coef2 = (value = 0.20) # density: rho (900K) 
icoef3 = 0 # no conveelive terms 
coef5 = (value = 1.429d-3) # expansion coefficient: beta 
coef7 = (value = 1.075d3) # specific heat: cp 
coef8 = (value = 52.4d-3) #heat conduction coefficient: lambda 
icoefl2 = I # viscosity in fnvtOO 
coefl3 = (value=0.68d-4) # estimate viscosity 
coefl4 = (value=OdO) 

END 
CHANGE COEFFICIENTS 

elgrpl 
icoef3 = 2 # linearization by Newton's method 

END 
CHANGE COEFFICIENTS 

elgrpl 
coef2 = (value = 0.4975) # density: rho 

END 
CHANGE COEFFICIENTS 

elgrpl 
icoefl2 = 100 

END 
OUTPUT 
END 

Conv.pst 
POSTPROCESSING 
# plot mesh 

# viscosity in fnvtOO 

plot contour vO, degfd = 3,nlevel= 11 ,minleve1=300,maxlevel= 1500 
compute vl = stream function vO 
plot contour v I ,nlevel= 11 ,yfact= I dO 
compute v2=intersection vO, degfd=3,origin = (0,0), angle=O 
printv2 

END 

Calc.msh 
MESH2D 

points 
pi=(O,O) 
p2=(0.09,0) 
p3=(0.09,0.14) 
p4=(0.05,0.14) 
p5=(0 045,0.14) 
p6=(0.045,0.075) 
p7=(0,0.075) 

curves 
#lineair point distri bution 
c I =line I (pi ,p2,nelm=45) 
c2=1ine I (p2,p3,nelm=80) 
c3=Iine I (p3,p4,nelm=70) 
c4=1ine I (p4,p5,nelm= 15) 
c5=1ine I (p5,p6,nelm=70) 
c6=1ine I (p6,p7,nelm=70) 
c7=1ine I (p7,p I ,nelm=80) 

surfaces 
# linear triangular elements 
sI =general3(c I ,c2,c3,c4.c5,c6,c7) 

meshsurf 
selml=sl 

plot(yfact= I dO,jmark=5,numsub= I) 
end 

CaJc.f 

c 
program calc 

• deelara ti on of variables and arrays 
implicit none 
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include '/usr/local/sepran/common/cmcdpi' 
integer kmesh(200), kprob(200), intmat(5). isol(S), 

$ iuser(200), matr(5), irhsd(S), iinbld(5), 
$ massmt(S), islold(5), 
$ iinvec(IO),idum(5), 
$ iposst, iprob, ichoice,iul(IO),vl(S), 
$ ichder, icheld, i x, jdegfd,ivec, ioutvc(S), 
$ inpvc0(5), inpvcl(5),iehlp(200), 
$ number.ncntln,jsmooth, 
$ iintbn( 10) 

double precision user(200),rinvec(IO), rdum(S),u I (5). 
$ contln( 15),plotfm,yfact, value(l ),ioutl (5), 
$ iout2(5),iresvc(5),value I (I ),value2( I) 

c 
c • fill first position of some sepran arrays 

kmesh( I ) = 200 
kprob(l) = 200 
iuser( I)= 200 
user(l) = 200 

c 
c • start sepran (ST ART), read mesh (MESHRD), read problem 
c • definition (PROBDF) and read information conceming 
c * the system-matrix (COMMA T) 

cal! sepstr(kmesh, kprob, intrnat) 

c • read boundary conditions 
call presdf(kmesh, kprob, isol) 

c 
c • read coefficients 

iprob =I 
cal! filcof(iuser. user, kprob, kmesh, iprob) 

c 
c * build matrix and right-hand-side 

iinbld(I)=O 
call build(iinbld, matr, intmat, kmesh, kprob, irhsd, 

$ massmt, isol, islold, iuser, user) 
c 
c * solve matrix-equation 

iposst = 0 
call solve(iposst. matr, isol, irhsd, intmat, kprob) 

c * dT/dz 
ichoice=l 
icheld=l 
ix=2 
jdegfd=l 
call deriva(ichoice, ie held. ix, jdegfd,ivec,iout2, 

$ kmesh,kprob,isol.isol,iuser,user,iehlp) 
c • dT/dr 

ichoice=l 
ie held= I 
ix=l 
jdegfd=l 
call deriva(ichoice, icheld, ix, jdegfd,ivec,ioutl, 

$ kmesh,kprob,isol,isol,iuser,user,iehlp) 
c *heat flow 
c *dq=(dT/ds)*oppervlak*k 

iintbn( I )=8 
iintbn(2)=1 
iintbn(3)=0 
iintbn(4)=2 
iintbn(5)=1 
iintbn(6)=1 

c *horizontal wall c6 
iintbn(7)=6 
iintbn(8)=6 
call intbou(iintbn.rdum,kmesh,kprob.iout2, value2) 

c * radial heat flow 
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iintbn( I )=8 
iintbn(2)= I 
iintbn(3)=0 
iintbn(4)=2 
iintbn(5)=1 
iintbn(6)= I 

c *vertical wall c5 
iintbn(7)=5 
iintbn(8)=5 
call intbou(iintbn,rdum,kmesh,kprob,iout I, value I) 

c value I( I )=0 
call totaal(valuel,value2,value) 
write(irefwr.*) 'warmteflux ='.value 

c * generate output 
call output(kmesh, kprob. isol) 

c 
c * close sepran 

call finish(O) 
end 

c *h definition: h(r)=qlkA -dT/dn 
function funccf(ichois,r,z,rdum) 
implicit none 
integer ichois 
double precision funccf,r,z,rdum,psi,k,T,conv,k_air, 

$ q_ win,q_abs.e,Refl 
psi=S.670d-8 
k=0.2 
k_air=S7 .3d-3 
e=0.75 
Refl=0.97 
if (ichois.eq. I) then 
T =(24619)-( I .3028d6*r)+(2.6727d7*r*r)-(2.4561 d8 *r*r*r)+ 
$ (8.46196d8*r*r*r*r) 

c q_win=0.06*e 
q_win=0.0606*e 

c q_win=O 
q_abs=1.24*( 1-Refl)*e 

c q_abs=O 
c funccf=O 
c conv=O 

conv=( k_airlk)* ( (-5. 89944d6 )+(3 .255 8d8 * r)-( 6. 8029d9* r•r )+ 
$ (6.30 175d I O*r*r*r)-(2. 1705d 11 *r**4)) 
funccf=(psilk)*( ( -q_ win-q_abs)*(T* *4 ))+conv 
endif 
end 
subroutine totaal(value l,value2.value) 
implicit none 
double precision value l,value2.value,k 
k=0.2 
value=k*(abs(value I) +abs(value2)) 
end 

Calc.prb 
set time on 
set wam on 
set output on 
PROBLEM 

types 
elgrp I, (type= 800) # convection-diffusion element 

natboundcond 
bngrp I =(type=80 I) 
bngrp2=(type=801) 

bounelements 
belml = curves(shape=l.c3) 
belm2 = curves(shape= l,c4) 

essbouncond 
degfd I = curvesû(c I) 
degfdl = curves0(c2) 
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degfdl = curves0(c5) 
degfdl = curves0(c6) 

END 
MATRIX 

method = I # real symmetrie matrix 
END 
ESSENTIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

curvesO (c I), degfd I = (value=300) 
curvesO (c2), degfdi = (value=300) 
curvesO (c5), degfd I = (value= 1300) 
curvesO (c6), degfdl = (value=l300) 

END 
COEFFICIENTS 

elgrp I (nparm = 20) 
icoef4= I # axisymmetric coordinates 
coef6=ld0 # alphall 
coef9=1d0 # alpha22 
coefl2=0d0 # u I 
coefl3=0d0 # u2 
coefl6=0d0 # f 

bngrp I (nparm=7) 
icoefl=4 
icoef4=1 # axisymmetrisch 
coef7= (func=l) # function h(r) 

bngrp 2 (nparm=7) 
icoefl=4 
icoef4=1 # axisymmetric 
coef7= (func=l) # function h(r) 

END 
OUTPUT 
END 

Calc.pst 
POSTPROCESSING 

name vO = temperature 
# plot mesh. yfact = I dO 

plot contour vO, nlevel = ll,minlevel=300,maxlevel= 1500, yfact = I dO 
compute v2 = intersection vO, degfd = I, origin = (0,0.14), angle =0 
plot function v2, textx = 'position', texty = 'T' 
print v2 

END 
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